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Britain stands up – Better to exit European Union



Britain will be a better place for leaving the European Union. This
discussion paper is an explanation of both political and economical
reasons for the British people to choose to exit the European Union.



The reality is that no discussion of the exit issue can hope to be
complete without consideration of both changing – read
deteriorating – economic fortunes across mainland Europe as well as
shifting political – read less popular – attitudes towards the EU
beyond the UK. A ‘centre’ of Europe has overreached itself; going
from a much needed economic union to one with unwelcome political
ambitions.



The EU has not simply engaged in mission creep but extended its
‘jurisdiction’ beyond economies of scale into realms which are best
left to the discretion of national parliaments and judiciaries. It is this
pursuit of such aspects as single judicial, political and defence entities,
where the EU has gone way beyond itself, and in so doing has become
the frustratingly technocratic and bureaucratic body that it is
important to reject. The European Union restricts the freedom to
have regionally distinct rates of sales tax, which all should have the
freedom to introduce. After all, flexibility to act is a sovereign
economy’s most powerful weapon.



We must not confuse geographic proximity with economic
propinquity. Whilst Britain may nestle alongside Europe in terms of its
physical proximity, it might as well be over in Asia given its economic
propinquity with the likes of China et al. China is now the largest
single market for British-built cars after the UK, consider as well the
surge in Chinese students attending British, in particular English,
Universities and paying very generously for the privilege. This,
alongside London being by far the preferred Western hub for Chinese
– indeed Asian-wide – financial and business service companies,
confirms how Britain is very much a flourishing economy as much of
Europe flounders.



London’s role as the pre-eminent financial centre is being protected
on exit. For China et al, there is no plausible alternative in the
Western Hemisphere, and neither Frankfurt nor indeed New York will
win against London for this hugely important and lucrative role.



Any attempt to ‘economically ostracise’ the UK in the event of it
departing the EU would meet with considerable opposition from
those beyond our shores whose own interests would be damaged. It
would also find objection from those endowed and empowered with
the role of achieving free trade flows. It would moreover seem
strange, indeed incomprehensible, that the EU’s Deep and
Comprehensive Free Trade Area (DCFTA) should include Ukraine,
Georgia and Moldova but not the United Kingdom, or that the EU
should have a Free-Trade Agreement with the likes of Mexico and a
Customs Union with Turkey but would drag its feet on deals with a UK
outside the EU. In short, when we are handed our voting card on the
fateful referendum day we should keep in mind that our dynamic,
strong and supply-side reformed economy has dealt us a great hand,
whilst the EU is playing with a great deal of bluff.
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1. Preface
Whatever one may think of the whole Brexit issue, it cannot be denied as a possibility. Nor can we ignore the
uncertainty which will distract and disrupt economic decisions ahead of the referendum. Neither will we fail to
be intrigued by whatever concessions will prove enough for David Cameron to claim “success” in his
renegotiating the UK engagement with the EU, even as some in his Cabinet see these as falling short of what
they wish to see, so as not to campaign for exit.
Some are claiming that Brexit will be averted because the EU provides superficial concessions to placate
enough UK voters that they opt for continuity. This cynical view flatters the EU and its bargaining position. We
are in little doubt that those in authority within the European Union are on the proverbial ‘back-foot’. They
are under pressure on a number of fronts. These pressures will only intensify as the asylum issue becomes
even more troublesome, and as the euro-zone’s “green-shoots of economic recovery” are trodden underfoot.
As well as increasingly wayward Nordic members, the EU technocratic ‘hierarchy’ will face growing dissent
from the likes of Hungary, Poland, Bulgaria, Croatia and other more ‘recent’ recruits. In short, in the event
Brexit is averted, those enthusiastic of our EU membership should hold back on celebrating the future of the
EU, and our place within it. The reason we make this claim is that the EU has years ahead of unstitching what
has been woven into it.
Rather than be content with economic and currency singularity, some within the EU technocracy have long
wished for the forging of even greater centralisation. In 1993 we saw the imposition of the Maastricht Treaty
which established the ‘European Union’ on ‘three pillars’: one the European communities, another Common
Foreign and Security Policy (including human rights) and the third Police and Judicial Cooperation in Criminal
Matters. The European Court of Justice (ECJ), formed in 1952, fell within the ‘first pillar’ with the 1997
Amsterdam Treaty leading to the powers of the ‘third pillar’ being transferred to the ECJ. We would argue that
it has been in pursuit of such aspects as single judicial, political and defence entities, that the European Union
has gone way beyond itself, and in so doing has become the frustratingly technocratic and bureaucratic body
that so many of us are now pushing back against. Yes, we must pare back on the EU’s mission creep. We
should, however, not forget why the EEC was formed in the first place, and not lose sight of just how
important it was in tearing down barriers to the flow of goods, services, capital and labour, and how
economically valuable this has proven to its members. The UK should be at the forefront of throwing out the
EU’s bad bath water but...
This research is a combination of a series of entirely new sections followed by thoughts penned over recent
years on the EU and the UK’s role within it. These have been reproduced as they appeared in their original
forms and should be read in the context of when they were written. If our sentiment appears to have cooled
markedly towards the UK’s ongoing membership of the EU this is because it has. As to why, we will paraphrase
from Harold MacMillan by saying because of “events my dear, events”.
We would stress that for those looking for a clear outlook of how we might engage with our former EU
partners post Brexit that neither those ‘enviable’ European nations outside the EU, Norway and Switzerland,
happen to provide templates. The plain fact is that there is no precedent of a nation leaving the EU. We
therefore have no template, not even a vague outline, for how economic relations might be post the UK
choosing to depart the European Union.
Our reluctance to commit at the moment to a “Brextimate” has everything to do with the fact that we have no
idea what degree of isolation Brexit would involve. There are, after all, a range of possibilities for how far
removed from Europe we choose to make ourselves, most notably in relation to our labour market. And there
are a range of possibilities as to how much the rump of the EU chooses to isolate the UK as a penalty for
leaving their group, particularly in terms of our ability to export to it.
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The consequence of the UK leaving the European Union is further complicated, indeed considerably confused,
by what it might mean for the United Kingdom. After all it looks almost certain there will be marked
differences across the UK in attitudes towards continued membership of the EU. With this in mind imagine
that a small majority of those in England indicated their wish to leave but a large majority of our fellow
nationals in Scotland and Wales voted to remain. Whatever the net-effect of these numbers, such national
differences in opinion could easily re-open schisms within the UK, to the point that not only were Scottish and
Welsh nationalist lobbies significantly boosted, but even a powerful English separatist lobby emerged.
In supporting a sports team, or particular sportsman, there is an acceptance ‘we’ might occasionally face
defeat. Our backing continues through any such disappointments. As supporters of Brexit we are perfectly
aware we might not 'win' the referendum vote, but insist this would not lessen our support for a return of
those crucial sovereign powers which have been ‘collectivised’ by the European Union. Indeed, even in defeat
we know that the Brexit campaign has spurred negotiations which have returned certain notable powers.
Continuing with the football metaphor where the ‘In’ side to indeed defeat the ‘Out’, the narrower the margin
the greater the justification to continue lobbying for EU reform.
As a final word let me make clear that those demanding change in the relationship between the UK and EU are
neither bad Europeans nor irresponsible Britons.
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2. The European Economic Union baby and its bath water
There was a time, not terribly long ago, when goods, services, workers and money could not move freely
across Europe; obstructions in place even within what was supposed to be the ‘free side’ of the ‘Iron Curtain’.
Far from this protection aiding Western Europe’s various sovereign economies, such barriers held them back.
Fortunately, obstructions to the free movement of goods and capital began to be removed, slowly at first but
then with more enthusiasm. There was initially the signing in March 1957 of the Treaty of Rome which saw the
formation from the following year of the European Economic Community comprising six members. This group
became nine in 1973, as the UK, Ireland and Denmark joined, and by 1986 comprised a dozen members. Of
course, the UK’s membership was momentarily called into question by an IN/OUT referendum in 1975, which
as we know, resulted in our continuing within the Union.
The pulling down of the ‘Iron Curtain’ in 1991 saw the emergence of a large number of new applicants keen
for membership of the ‘European Club’; although these enthusiastic entrants would have to wait for their
admission. It would not be until 2004 for the EU’s next enlargement when ten new members were added. A
further two nations acceded in 2007, in the controversial forms of Bulgaria and Romania. Most recently
Croatia’s entry in 2013 took the EU’s membership to twenty eight sovereign nations, covering a population of
over half a billion and a ‘free-to-move where it wishes’ labour force of over one-quarter of a billion; only China
and India proving larger, the US labour force by comparison a mere 155 million.
Returning to its history, efforts to forge a single market across the EU quickened as the positive economic
results of each earlier effort were felt. Such was the enthusiasm for European economic ‘universality’ that the
idea of a single currency was ‘conceived’; albeit its birth involved a rather difficult pregnancy, particularly
through the autumn of 1992, in the wake of the controversial Maastricht Treaty. Indeed, on September 16th of
that year, sterling’s name was removed from the ‘specie’ register of donors for the new currency. The euro
would be officially launched in a soft-form at midnight on January 1st 1999, and in a physical form three years
later. From March 1st 2002 the euro became the exclusive currency across what would become a progressively
larger euro-zone; beginning with eleven members but now nineteen, covering a population of one third of a
billion. Indeed, from Montenegro and Kosovo, which have ‘adopted the euro’, across to Bulgaria with its euro
‘currency board’ and ever further to far flung islands such as Cape Verdi and Comoros, the influence of
Europe’s single-currency is extensive.
Rather than be content with economic and currency singularity, however, some within the EU technocracy
wished for the forging of even greater centralisation. As already noted in 1993 we saw the imposition of the
Maastricht Treaty which established the ‘European Union’ on ‘three pillars’: one the European communities,
another Common Foreign and Security Policy (including human rights) and the third Police and Judicial
Cooperation in Criminal Matters. The European Court of Justice (ECJ), formed in 1952, fell within the ‘first
pillar’ with the 1997 Amsterdam Treaty leading to the powers of the ‘third pillar’ being transferred to the ECJ.
And we would argue that it has been in pursuit of such aspects as single judicial, political and defence entities,
that the European Union has gone way beyond itself, and in so doing has become the frustratingly
technocratic and bureaucratic body that so many of us are now pushing back against. Yes, we must pare back
on the EU’s mission creep. We should, however, not forget why the EEC was formed in the first place, and not
lose sight of just how important it was in tearing down barriers to the flow of goods, capital and labour, and
how economically valuable this has proven to its members. The UK should be at the forefront of throwing out
the EU’s bad bath water but...
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3. “Don’t panic” – We’ve been here before
Once David Cameron has extracted the concessions from the EU that he feels are sufficient or decides he has
pushed his renegotiation efforts as far as he feels he can, he will set in motion the process of turning over to
its electorate the future of the UK’s continuing EU membership.
I, for one, believe that just as Harold Wilson did in 1975 - in their case 16 versus 7 - the majority in the present
Cabinet will align with the Prime Minister in canvassing to stay “In”, what he maintains is, a sufficiently
reformed European Union (it was of course
simply the European Economic Community
The SNP’s Brexin case: Not Proven
back in Wilson’s time). Even if I am right and
The SNP’s stance towards the EU is intriguing. It is
fascinating because its view towards the coming
we are encouraged by the leaders of all
referendum is very different from that adopted ahead of
political parties (bar UKIP of course) to vote to
the 1975 IN/OUT vote, initiated by the then Labour Prime
stay ‘In’, I have to accept that ‘Out’ is still
Minister Harold Wilson. Back then the SNP campaigned
possible with a probability which will confuse
for Brexit. Times change, of course, and the EU is quite
rather than be clarified by opinion polls. This
different from the EEC of over 40 years ago. Different too
will ensure that uncertainty will hang over the
is the SNP from its former self; and even if it wasn’t, we
outcome; made more unsettling because of the
are all entitled to change our minds.
confusion over the economic implications of an
What makes the SNP views so perplexing, to me, is that it
‘Out’ vote. And there can be no denying such
sees no contradiction between its enthusiasm towards
uncertainties will have ever more noticeable
being in the European Union but its objection to
remaining within the United Kingdom. No doubt the SNP
consequences to our economy in the period
reply will be that there isn’t anything of a contraction just
ahead of the referendum. The uncertainty will
my ignorance. It will argue that its restored sovereignty is
influence household and business decisions
wholly consistent with it being a member of the EU. My
over whether and where to invest, and
response in turn is that if the ambition of the SNP is for as
decisions over when, what and how much to
much self-determination as possible, it can achieve more
consume. These will be impacted of course by
manoeuvrability being part of an extremely devolved UK
how much capital markets choose to buffer
outside of the EU, than as a sovereign state within an EU
which endeavours with every year to tighten the ‘onesterling in the face of having to deal with
size-is-supposed-to-fit-all’ corset its members have to
contingent
outcomes,
with
uncertain
wear.
There is, of course, a third route the SNP could
consequences. And the more uncertain the
travel. And that is to support all efforts towards EU
outcome the more insecurity there will be in
decentralisation being made by David Cameron. Because
the UK’s economic outlook and, of course, the
every power which Cameron can return to our shores
price of assets, goods and services will be
from Brussels/Strasbourg can then in turn be devolved
affected. There will, moreover, not only be the
around the UK, not least to Holyrood.
uncertainty of those within the UK but those
outside looking in. All this said, I would recommend not falling into the trap of exaggerating the actual ‘harm’
uncertainly does to our economy. After all, the UK economy performed remarkably well, considering it was
clouded in uncertainty over the outcome of the 2015 General Election. The UK economy also performed
perfectly well when there was the question over Scotland’s potential to break from the Union.
Some will no doubt claim we will never know how ‘good’ the economy might have performed were it to have
been free of election and referendum uncertainties. My reply is that we are surrounded by uncertainties and
continue by and large to behave calmly. Indeed, what we do know for certain is that during both 2014 (which
the Scottish Referendum was held in) and 2015 (the middle of which we had the General Election) the UK
recorded one of the European Union’s strongest rates of GDP growth, indeed the best across the G8, as well
as an impressive improvement in job creation and strong real estate markets.
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Chart 1: England vs Scotland; Employment levels

Chart 2: England vs Scotland; Unemployment rates
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We can see from charts 1 to 2 that the UK labour market performed generally well through the ‘uncertain’
periods ahead of Scotland’s Independence Referendum on September 18th 2014 and the General Election on
May 7th the following year. The charts which follow reveal how capital markets ‘priced’ in the outcomes of
these uncertain events. On the one side we see how the pound was treated on foreign exchange markets and
on the other, how Gilts performed in money markets. Whilst one cannot say how events would have unfolded
ceteris paribus had there been neither a closely fought Referendum, nor a, no less contentious, General
Election, the graphics hardly strike one as capital markets taking fright and fleeing the UK. Some will no doubt
claim that Brexit, or rather its possibility, involves a wholly different set of uncertainties for both employers
and investors. My reply is that if the UK’s labour market were to soften it would do so from an impressive level
of strength. And if capital markets do sell down sterling, this itself will hardly prove unwelcome to those across
the economy, from manufacturers across to the leisure and indeed property sectors, who will be able to
exploit a more competitive and affordable pound.
Chart 3: 10 year Government bonds

Chart 4: 5 year Government bonds
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If we consider the yield performance of 5 and 10 year Gilts during the uncertainty surrounding Scotland’s
Referendum on Independence and the General Election we see little discernible difference from how United
States Treasuries performed through the same periods. As for 5 year Gilts ‘underperforming’ comparable
German Bunds one should notice the ECB’s rate cut as the explanation, not some increased risk-aversion
towards UK Government debt (chart 3 and 4).
I am not suggesting that uncertainty ahead of the referendum will not influence economic activity within the
United Kingdom; I have already written earlier that, of course, it will. What I am simply asking is that ahead of
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the referendum we please keep our heads when it seems that all about us there are those losing theirs. Let
me try to explain why the pricing in of risk will actually provide its own rewards within the UK economy.
Consider the plight of the pound whose rate of exchange against the dollar and euro has been slipping of late;
against the euro down from buying 1.42 to 1.3 in the space of six weeks. Now, if we assume sterling weakness
continues because of Brexit uncertainty this will come as a welcome development for those across the UK who
will benefit from a more competitive currency, particularly in relation to neighbourly rivals across the eurozone (from exporters of goods to those competing for leisure and tourist custom). Of course each dip in
sterling will have inflation implications. Well, at a time when the greatest fear is being mired in deflation this is
hardly a bad thing. A weaker pound also raises the intriguing prospect of UK assets becoming more affordable
for those with an eye on them from overseas, and either, convinced that the probability of Brexit is being
exaggerated and/or its unfavourable economic consequences to the UK overstated. Those with this mindset
could only welcome any downwards re-pricing of UK real estate and sterling assets more widely since this
would provide them with an ever more affordable acquisition. As for the Monetary Policy Committee (MPC), I
refuse to accept it will vote for a base rate rise until the Brexit question has been answered. I am reminded at
this point of two fateful events for the UK in 1992 (when I had become chief UK economist at the stockbrokers
Hoare Govett in November 1991).
Firstly, there was the ‘surprise’ General Election win for John Major over Neil Kinnock. Such was the
expectation of a Labour victory back in 1992 that sectors, notably the privatised utilities, were ‘sold-off’ since
they were seen as targets of a new Government whose Chancellor would be the very much ‘old Labour’ John
Smith. As it was, we woke on April 10th to find opinion polls had got it wrong (plus ça change). When markets
closed for the day on the 10th those sectors and particular stocks which had been sold-off ahead of the
General Election recorded spectacular revivals. In fact the 5.59% rise in the FTSE 100 on that day remains one
of its best ever percentage improvements.
This brings me to the second memorable event of 1992. When the London markets closed on September 16th
we went home expecting to wake to a base rate of 15%. As it was, in the early evening Norman Lamont stood
in front of the Treasury to announce the pound’s membership of the Exchange Rate Mechanism (ERM) had
been ‘suspended’, and so too the second (300 basis point) rate rise which he had earlier announced in the
Government’s efforts to forestall just such an exit (not to forget the tens of billions of our foreign reserves
squandered to that purpose). Now what makes this eventful day so very memorable is that having at first
been branded ‘Black Wednesday’, it instead quickly came to be remembered as ‘White’. This was because on
September 16th the UK escaped from the constraints imposed on it by the Economic and Monetary Union
(EMU – for the record the FTSE 100 rose 4.44% on September 17th, high up in the table of best ever
percentage moves). It is true that almost all ERM pegs were re-set in the weeks which followed September
16th, but only the pound escaped entirely from the ‘mechanism’ which would go on to forge the euro (how the
likes of Spain, Greece and others in need of currency freedom now wish they had escaped with the UK). The
UK’s ERM exit meant a more competitive pound as well as a progressive and much needed cut to the base
rate, or as we knew it then, the minimum lending rate. We saw this reduced to 9% on September 22nd with
further cuts thereafter, all of which contributed to reviving a UK economy, which had been wallowing for four
years, not least because the monetary stimulus it so needed could not be administered. Quite frankly, not only
had the UK lost self-determination over monetary policy because of the constraints imposed by membership
of the ERM, but this mechanism was made all the more inflexible and insensitive not only to the needs of the
UK but others within it, because it was stubbornly serving the interests of a recently re-unified Germany (for
the record within a handful of years the ‘flexible’ pound would buy more than the 2.95 Deutschmarks which
the ERM had ‘dictated’ should be its central rate, chart 5).
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Chart 5: Pound sterling per Deutschmark

Chart 6: Real GDP, UK versus Germany and France
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There are, in my mind, three clear lessons from September 1992. One is that in a period of political-economic
uncertainty markets naturally factor in the perceived ‘worst’ outcome; and in so doing they hit the currency
and other asset prices. However, if/when this worst-case outcome is not realised the affected asset prices
rebound in an impressive relief rally, resulting in a ‘hockey-stick’ move. Another lesson is that flexibility to act
is a sovereign economy’s most powerful weapon. The third lesson is that clearly signed ‘EXITS’ exist in
enclosed spaces for a very good reason; they help you escape when it is necessary to do so. And as we are
always being instructed, if we do need to evacuate it should be done in as orderly a way as possible; or put
simply, please “Don’t panic”, Britons have a long history in escaping whenever Germans are being
unreasonable in trying to keep them restrained.

Postscript: This is now personal
When in my economic writings I express forthright views; every effort is made to consider the pros and cons,
the positives and negatives and then come to a net assessment, one which I hope is considered to be
considered.
As with all other contentious topics, my writings on the issue of the UK and its place within the EU have been
impersonal and purely as a professional economist. In this vein and to be perfectly clear, I do not believe the
EU as a barrier-free economic bloc is too large, in fact I’d like it to grow, and one day Russia and Turkey
welcomed into it. This said, I very much believe the EU has not simply engaged in mission creep but extended
its ‘jurisdiction’ beyond economies of scale into realms which are best left to the discretion of national
parliaments and judiciaries. As with so much, the United States provides a template for the EU; a template
that is for the limits to which ‘Federalism’ should extend. Yes, the US has a Federal Government with a
President and two elected chambers, as well as a Supreme Court and single currency. However, even the most
cursory inspection of how individual States operate reveals how their fiscal, legislative, judicial and penal
systems are quite different. In fact, the wearing of seats belts is required by law in some states, for example
Connecticut, whilst in others, New Hampshire for instance, drivers are free to drive unharnessed.
For my part, I wish to see the EU focus its efforts on ensuring we are free of barriers to the free-flow of goods,
services, labour and capital and so foster healthy competition between member nations as well as
encouraging rivalry within sovereign borders. For instance, this means not restricting the freedom to have
regionally distinct rates of sales tax, something which I would argue is what we should have the freedom to
introduce in the United Kingdom. Whilst the EU needs fixing, its existence is a great improvement on what
existed before it. However, whilst I much prefer ‘Fixit’ over ‘Brexit’, if we do not get the former then I say
‘Feckit’.
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4. Exiting the EU is not the bad trade-off some claim
Much is being made of how Brexit could mean the erection around the UK of trade barriers as a punitive
response from the remaining EU members. Indeed, much is made of ‘the fact’ that whilst Norway is outside
the EU it trades relatively freely with it, ONLY because the parliament in Oslo has had to negotiate and sign
many hundreds of bilateral trade deals over a protracted period. The inference is the Norwegians have ‘signed
up’ and are ‘paying up’ for the commercial privileges of EU membership without having a voice in how it is
run; we are told, in effect, that Norway has made a poor trade-off.
Those who make the ‘poor trade off’ claim towards Norway seem to forget that on two occasions in 1972 and
1994 Norwegians have had the freedom of voting in referendums on whether to join the EEC and EU
respectively. On both occasions Norwegians - amongst the most educated and free-thinking people in the
world - opted to remain outside the EU. Indeed in view of recent events one imagines Norwegians are even
further away from wishing to enter the EU.
Those defending Brexit will point to the fact that whilst outside the EU Norway is a flourishing member of the
European Free Trade Area (EFTA). This is not a place for a long history of efforts to achieve barrier-free global
trade. This said, I need to reiterate that were the EU to punish the UK for “Brexitting” by sanctioning it with
trade barriers, those in Brussels and Strasbourg would face the wrath of the World Trade Organisation (WTO)
for isolating one of the world’s largest economies.
The WTO was formed in 1994 succeeding the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) following the
Uruguay Round. The WTO’s powers greatly increased from 1999, and in December 2001 it finally agreed that
China fulfilled conditions for entry into its free-trade region. The idea that Britain should be sanctioned for
Brexit would not only sit badly with the WTO but with many others. Ireland for one would hardly welcome
such a move given how closely it trades with the UK. Neither would those Japanese, German and numerous
other corporate giants with sizeable operations across Britain.
The reality is that any attempt to ‘economically ostracise’ the UK in the event of it departing the EU would
meet with considerable opposition from those beyond our shores whose own interests would be damaged. It
would also find objection from those endowed and empowered with the role of achieving free trade flows. It
would, moreover, seem strange, indeed, incomprehensible that the EU’s Deep and Comprehensive Free Trade
Area (DCFTA) should include Ukraine, Georgia and Moldova but not the United Kingdom, or that the EU should
have a Free-Trade Agreement with the likes of Mexico and a Customs Union with Turkey but would drag its
feet on deals with a UK outside the EU. In short, when we are handed our voting card on the fateful
referendum day we should keep in mind that our dynamic, strong and supply-side reformed economy has
dealt us a great hand, whilst the EU is playing with a great deal of bluff.
Postscript: Private suffrage
How we vote individually should always remain a very private affair; what counts, after all, is the overall count.
If once the votes have been counted “Brexitters” are in the majority our former EU partners should respect
the decision and not dismiss it as some capricious decision but one taken with a great deal of deliberation on
the part of Britons. Indeed if Brexit is indeed the referendum outcome the EU should ask itself why one of its
members was more willing to leave, with the inevitable uncertainties associated with doing so, than remain. In
a world where ‘feedback forms’ seem ubiquitous the EU should take heed of Brexit as a very negative review
from one of its most important customers. Rather than wait for others to follow, the EU should be galvanised
by Brexit to make every effort at providing the reforms which might have avoided such a dramatic outcome.
The EU should quite simply focus its efforts on enticing the UK to return to a reformed EU.
In the event that Brexit is avoided the EU should be careful of taking on a celebratory mood and becoming
complacent, because its structural economic problems will not have been solved. The EU’s fault lines are not
to be found around the UK but across Continental Europe; economic and demographic. Whilst it will be better
able to deal with these with the UK as a continuing member, these need dealing with urgency before they
create the economic shocks, I am convinced, are unavoidable otherwise.
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5. Brexit; Labouring a point, PART I
In what follows I will try to peer into a Brexit future. I will, however, confine myself to issues which I deem to
be linked to the ‘economics’ of the UK no longer being within the European Union. I will also assume, and this
is a considerable assumption, that Brexit does not raise anew the spectre of a referendum on Scotland’s
independence with all the economic uncertainty this would usher in again.
Let me make clear from the very start that neither those ‘enviable’ European nations outside the EU, Norway
and Switzerland, happen to provide a template for the terms with which the UK would economically engage
with that Union in the event it was no longer a member. The plain fact is that there is no precedent of a nation
leaving the EU. We therefore have no template, not even a vague outline, for how economic relations might
be post the UK choosing to depart the European Union.
Were the United Kingdom to leave it, there is the issue of how those guarding the EU, and keen to ensure no
other escape attempts, might penalise it, as a lesson to others. As I said, given there is no precedent, there can
be only guesswork as to how our lives might change in the wake of Brexit. With this admission in mind, let me
by my admission try to guess how life would be for an average Briton, were we outside the EU.
Can I start by considering what has become the EU’s most significant creation, the Single Labour Market (SLM)
which allows us all the freedom to work and live across all twenty eight economies (coming and going you
must still show your passport of course because the UK is outside the Schengen Area, which by the way is
shrinking in the wake of the asylum crisis-cum-fiasco).
Now, I think it not unreasonable to assume that the UK cannot depart the EU without leaving the SLM. Indeed
for many promoting Brexit, escaping the SLM is their overwhelming desire. Suppose then we will find
ourselves out of it.
For a Briton working across the EU - at the last count in 2011 there were 407,000, just over half in Spain,
Ireland and Germany - that would mean a change of circumstances, as much as it would for an EU national
currently labouring in the UK (of which there are 2.1 million). The likelihood is that we would see a
considerable exchange of labour as British nationals were forced to return, with EU nationals making the
journey in reverse (with this effect extremely noticeable across the Irish Sea). Such ‘repatriation of
populations’ could not fail to have considerable economic consequences. Monetarily one could see a
significant impact on property values and wages within the UK as the latter rose but the former fell. Why?
Because there can be little denying that those departing and those returning will not balance each other out;
not in numbers, and not in their age and socio-economic make-ups. Of course there might be an agreement to
provide temporary leave to stay for some EU nationals in the UK and Britons across the EU. One wonders how
this might go down with enthusiastic “Brexiters”. In addition we would have to assume an immediate stop to
new arrivals until new protocols had been established for both. Let me be forthright. If you are a landlord,
Brexit will hurt. If you are a tenant, it promises to serve you well, if only in terms of competition for your
tenancy and rental payments. If you are a homeowner, Brexit will not be good for your property wealth, and if
you also happen to have a mortgage, your fortunes will be harmed all the more by less generous borrowing
costs. Turning to the labour market, if you have been competing for work with arrivals from the EU, you can
welcome Brexit. For their part employers will have to get used to less choice when trying to find staff, as well
as more demanding overdraft costs. Am I being unfair? No, if one looks carefully at the arguments for Brexit,
less competition for work is clearly one of its strands. So what if wages rise, these are wages paid to Britons,
and anyway, so the argument goes, we need real wage growth. Well, I would not assume that we would see
real wage growth since there is every likelihood that Brexit would lift general inflation, doing so through a
number of channels.
Let me continue on the theme of population flows.
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The number 407,000 above did not count the 927,000 Britons who have ‘retired’ or reside whilst not working
across the EU, and continue to hold only a UK passport. For these, right to residence is not assured and there
is a chance that a proportion would have to return. Some might see this as favourable for property demand
and the wider economy, as their spending would be returned with them. Others will claim that many ex-pats
who have ‘retired’ will return and add a burden to the NHS and care system. Of course there will be those
arguing that the British public sector will, on balance, benefit being unburdened by those from across the EU
taking advantage of it. My concern is that EU nationals are far more likely to occupy roles as staff across the
NHS than beds. Similarly EU nationals are just as likely to staff our schools, as their children are to occupy class
seats. Indeed, studies have claimed to show that improvements to child literacy and numeracy recorded
across London over recent years have been due largely to the arrival of foreign-born children and those born
to non-British parents (we must also separate arrivals who cite asylum seeking as their motivation from those
who do not use this much abused explanation).
Let me end this short section with the important consideration of how ‘The City’ - the metonym for all parts of
London involved in activities across financial markets, banking, insurance etc - might fare were the UK outside
the EU.
On the one hand we would be free of the persistent threat of ‘heavy handed’ EU financial market regulation.
On the other of course there is the threat that many of those firms operating across ‘The City’ might relocate.
For my part I see London’s role as Europe’s pre-eminent financial centre as being protected regardless of
Brexit. For China et al, there is no plausible alternative for what I am convinced will become a significant
presence in the Western Hemisphere, and neither Frankfurt or indeed New York will win over London for this
hugely important and lucrative role. Indeed, I am sure London will prove China’s preferred western hub across
multiple sectors which need to operate continuously over any 24-hour period, and see this as the case
regardless of our continuing within the EU. As for who will work in these new operations, the answer is us,
those Europeans and others who apply through whatever work-visa system is instituted post-Brexit, and
crucially Chinese nationals themselves, who I have no doubt will be fast-tracked in.
Some will of course see my not simply sanguine but very much positive view for ‘The City’ and London more
generally, as inconsistent with the monetary concerns I aired earlier over Brexit. I see none. What I would
make clear is that whilst London can largely brush aside Brexit, much of the rest of the UK does not have its
robustness. The simple truth is that economically at least the best option for the UK ‘AS A WHOLE’ is
remaining within a reformed EU, reforms which we push for and many others across it come to very much
thank us for, and thank us moreover for staying in.
Much has been written and spoken about the impact of “unfettered” EU immigration on the UK labour
market. The upshot of the argument is that foreign workers have and continue to “crowd-out” Briton’s from
their ‘rightful’ place in work. This argument is however not entirely consistent with the data (chart 7 and 8).
True, more foreign-born workers than ever before are employed across the UK. No less true however the
overall unemployment rate has fallen in tandem with this increase (chart 10).
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Chart 8: UK Employment, workers born overseas
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What then of the concern that job opportunities for native Britons are being squeezed by the seemingly
unrelenting arrival of job seekers from across the EU? Well, this concern does not seem to be supported by
vacancy data (chart 11), which has shown an impressive increase; indeed a frustrating increase for a British
business keen to fill a role. What of the idea that wage growth across the UK has been muted by the
competition for work from those arriving from across the EU. Well, whilst wage growth has certainly been
muted, so too has general inflation. What then about real wage growth? This is contentious but there is a
strong argument that the CPI has been understating inflation by not capturing the growth of discounters
across the UK and their extremely competitive pricing. In fact, if we use the price deflator which the ONS
calculate and compare this with wage growth across the economy we see real wages have in fact been rising,
see chart 12. Moreover, if we assume, not unreasonably, that proportionally more native Britons are landlords
than foreign born residents, then the increase in private sector residential rents has been to their benefit as
property or as it is rather unfairly known, “unearned” income.
Chart 9 shows there has been a noticeable increase in the number of Bulgarians and Romanians issued with
National Insurance numbers since 2014, when they were able to work in the UK without restrictions. This said
there was an equally noticeable upwards inflexion in NI numbers given to those from long established EU
members (to which I have included Poland). I would insist that these upwards shifts reflect in a large part the
attraction of the UK economy at a troubling time for mainland Europe. And whilst Europe’s economic troubles
can only be made all the worse by losing prime-age professional and artisan workers, the UK can only benefit
by their arrival.
Chart 9: National Insurance registrations for EU nationals
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Let me spend a moment reflecting on the – controversial - accession of Bulgaria and Romania to the EU back
on January 1st 2007. Amongst its many other ‘opt out’ provisions the United Kingdom exercised a seven year
transitional arrangement whereby Bulgarian and Romanians could not move freely to our shores. The expired
of this on January 1st 2014 saw Keith Vaz, a man never to miss a chance to grandstand, greeting rather
bemused arrivals at Luton airport. Interestingly, Vaz was accompanied by the then Tory MP Mark Reckless,
who would go on in a nominative deterministic way to defect to UKIP and loose his seat at the recent General
Election. Whilst the number of Bulgarians and Romanians who have since entered the UK has not been
inconsiderable (see chart 9) a casual inspection of our labour market shows that our unemployment rate and
claimant count has not only failed to increase but fall across practically all regions. Broadening my thoughts to
arrivals from the entire EU, both long-standing members and more recent joiners, I am minded to remind
those opposed to large-scale economically motivated immigration that for the vast majority these provide
both hands to work and mouths to eat; lifting production and lifting consumption and so generating economic
growth. As for those arriving from overseas for full-time study, I have long maintained that their numbers
should not be included in net-migration figures, since their motivation is quite different from economic
migrants, as indeed is their positive engagement with the UK and their numbers only confuse the ‘migration
debate’.
In short, those who object to our membership of the EU on the grounds that it has served the UK labour
market badly need to uncover data which makes the point because I cannot find any. Of course there will be
an argument that our labour market would be EVEN stronger were we not part of the SLM. Well, without
pulling rank, my PhD thesis from the late 1980’s focused on the UK labour market in pre-SLM days, and I
remember how badly it functioned; with stubborn wage and price growth and high interest rates as a result.
There was also wide unemployment dispersion across the UK which widened to such an unprecedented extent
that it raised considerable social tensions and strife between the ‘fortunate’ south and depressed north. Those
who wish to see us out entirely from the SLM ought to be careful of what they wish for.
Chart 11: Vacancies across the United Kingdom
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Returning to the present and more important the outlook I have misgivings that our labour market will soften.
This said I will make three points. First, our jobs market will not be alone across Europe in softening and would
be doing so from a much stronger point than almost any (Germany’s labour market flatters itself by the
inflexibility to make timely redundancies). Secondly, part of the slowing growth I expect across the UK
economy, although not to be exaggerated, will be explained by uncertainty over our EU future. Third and most
importantly, the prospects for our labour market would NOT be improved by being outside the SLM, but
rather worsened. Inward migration when motivated by the wish to work is never a bad thing for any economy.
And as Germany and nations et al across Northern Europe fill with asylum seekers, watch as hard working
nationals across these economies try to relocate to the UK to escape what threatens to become an
increasingly fraught continent.
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6. The pound’s EU remit

Imagine being one of the estimated 2.1 million European Union nationals working in the UK. Suppose still
further you have ongoing responsibilities in ones’ homeland. The responsibility in question might be a liability,
say a mortgage or a commitment maybe to build a property for when one returns. It might instead - or also be some family obligation, maybe a financial responsibility to ones parents and/or wife and children ‘left
behind’. In each case we are certain to see regular remittances as sterling income is translated into say euro’s,
zloty’s, leu’s or any of the other six units which remain sovereign currencies within the European Union. Now,
as the pound strengthens against the currency of another EU nation this acts favourably on remittances; few
pounds are needed to make a specific transfer in the home currency, or the same amount in sterling will
generate a larger remittance. In short, consider ever percentage point rise in the value of the pound relative to
another EU currency as equivalent to a 1% pay increase for a migrant worker in the UK for whom that currency
is the one he has obligations. Matters of course work in reverse when the pound slips in value. What is my
point? If concerns over Brexit do drag indeed sterling down against the euro some will see this as a monetary
discouragement to economic migrants from across the euro-zone coming to Britain. Those keen to see fewer
arrivals will welcome this, pointing also to the competitive benefits of a weaker pound to our exporters and
domestic leisure sector. Others will by contrast be disappointed by any such discouragement a weak pound
will have, arguing that the inflation associated with a weaker pound hardly favours improved competitiveness
whilst fewer job seekers will encourage wage inflation. I’d like to make a point that the mechanics of currency
moves on economic migration are more complex than outlined thus far.
In any general assessment of how its movements may influence economic migration one must consider the
pound’s performance against the Zloty of Poland, forint of Hungary, Leu of Romania and the other six
currencies operating within the EU. Now, a casual inspection of their exchange rate will show that some of
these have been weakening against the euro, and so in fact falling also against the pound over recent years;
and so boosting the remittance effect from working in the UK for Poles etc., chart 13 to 16.
Returning to the euro any strength it enjoys against the pound means that those considering relocating to the
UK can buy our assets more cheaply if they desire to do so, and means their euro savings will go further. If
Brexit concerns put downward pressure on the sterling price of home prices or residential rents this too will
hardly go unwelcomed by those across the EU keen to relocate to the UK for work.
Earlier I mentioned the possibility that EU nationals working in the UK might have mortgages or more general
loans which needed servicing ‘back home’. Well, the servicing of any such debts can only have been eased
over recent time by lower interest rates, either through the conventional process of their being cut - in some
cases into negative territory - or through quantitative easing (of which I suspect more is needed). This can only
have helped mitigate the ‘remittance effect’ for any future weakness in sterling against the euro.
Chart 13: Polish zloty per pound sterling

Chart 14: Hungarian forint per pound sterling
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Chart 15: Romanian leu per pound sterling

Chart 16: Bulgarian lev per pound sterling
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Let me close this section by making the point that for many across the European Union the ‘draw’ of working
in the UK is not simply our ‘in-work benefits’. There is the fact that work opportunities are superior in the UK
than across most of the EU. And as I hope to have shown that the ebbs and flows in the pound against the
nine other currencies of the EU has a series of effects on attracting and retaining EU economic migrants.

It's all about comparing and contrasting
Few can reasonably challenge the claim that; rarely are our actions based on assessments of absolutes. We
instead reach decisions after an assessment of how the alternatives measure up to one another. I am not
claiming we are always conscious of performing a comparative analysis, or that the choice made is fully
informed.
This is not the place, and I am not the person, to reflect on how we weigh up our options and how these are
perceived. What I will do is point to how comparative analysis is at work in the UK, quite literally. Just consider
the dispute between the Government and junior doctors over efforts to impose a new contract. Now I have no
judgment on this, other than to point to the talk of an exodus amongst our young doctors as they choose for
instance to journey across to Australia or Canada in search of better working conditions. The argument here is
that the new contract tips the balance in favour of a not inconsiderable move. It may well do for 'our' young
doctors but what has been missed is that each day medics from across the EU are making the same
comparative assessment. In their case the option of remaining where they are or relocating to the likes of
Australia, New Zealand or Canada, is augmented by the possibility of moving to the UK, where incidentally
they do not face the restrictions which exist when looking to move for work beyond the EU's single labour
market. I have already noted (see section 23) how arrivals from overseas have transformed - and for the most
part improved - the UK's dental services.
The simple truth is that if the new contract for junior doctors is indeed inferior to what it replaced, across parts
of the EU it is better than what is on offer. To repeat, I am not making a subjective assessment simply pointing
to the reality that not only are things relative they depend on ones perspective, and from the vantage point of
much of the European Union the prospect of working in the United Kingdom is a great deal more enticing than
staying put.
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7. Brexit; Labouring a point, PART II
As an empiricist I strive for statistically ‘robust’ conclusions. The problem is that in my years as an empiricist I
know that such outcomes are not always possible. On these occasions one is reduced to partial analysis, and
what follows should be read as just such an instance.
Those who demand Brexit do so because they wish to see us exit the Single Labour Market. Their argument is
invariably to claim that where EU arrivals are most concentrated suffers a higher rate of unemployment, as
either ‘THEY’ claim ‘OUR’ benefits, or WE Britons are forced onto the dole. Well, a partial analysis of the data
does not support this claim. Let us first look at where across the UK there has been the largest concentration
of ‘settlers’ from across the EU (heat maps 1 and 2). Next compare this with rates of joblessness. This
admittedly simple correlation does not reveal an unfavourable positive link, but in fact a clear downwards
slope (charts 17 and 18). Indeed, London being an ‘outlier’ can be explained both by it being The Capital as by
the concentration within ‘The City’ of EU banks and insurers and so the many nationals they employ here.
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Chart 18: EU regional settlers and unemployment, 2014
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Returning to the general downwards slope some may argue that this is because of ‘extraneous’ factors and
needs more comprehensive econometric analysis (for the record my Bachelor and Master degrees were both
in this field of study). This said which control factors would one choose to isolate the ‘migration’ effect on the
UK jobs market to show there was an adverse effect? What about causality? Do high unemployment regions
deter migrants as areas of high employment rates attract arrivals? (For the record my thesis was in this area).
As well as empirical challenges there are those which one might describe as philosophical. How can we be sure
how the UK macro-economy might look were we never to have been in the SLM? Would general inflation have
been higher, and if so, the natural rate of unemployment too? Such counter-factual arguing abounds of
course, and can prove interminable. All I will say is that every sinew of me as an empirical economist tells me
that the UK’s membership of the SLM has, on balance, served our economy extremely favourably.
What might Brexit do to the course of the UK’s fiscal devolution? On the face of it the answer would seem to
be that Brexit could only add speed to the pace of devolution. The reasoning here is that it would remove the
shackles which the EU imposes on its members, notably that they cannot levy regionally distinct VAT. The
problem is that as much as fiscal devolution across the UK can do without EU restrictions, it is no less true that
to prove a success, devolution cannot do without those EU workers who are arriving and dispersing around
our country in ever increasing numbers. I will argue that if we are to Brexit, and somehow hermetically seal
ourselves, our economy will suffer considerable discomfort. Of course this will be lessened proportionally to
how open we keep our labour market to those across the EU keen to work here. My point is that if we are to
impose restrictions on access to work we should strive to negotiate for these as a condition for remaining in
the EU, as indeed we should demand our freedom to regionally differentiate VAT. Do we have such
negotiating power? I for one am convinced the UK has a great deal of leverage.
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8. Immigration - it’s a jungle out there
The impact on the UK economy caused: by the European Union’s single labour market; those entering from
beyond the EU to work or study full-time; and by asylum seekers, has blended into a single ‘immigration flood’
in the popular consciousness, this despite very clear distinctions in what those arriving under these headings
bring to the UK. I would like to very briefly consider each stream quite separately. Let me begin with all those
keen to fulfil full-time study in the United Kingdom whether they originate in the EU or beyond.
One has to accept there will be those using their applications to study full-time as a smoke screen to enter the
UK by subterfuge with no interest other than to seek work. I would make the point that the numbers involved
should not be exaggerated, or the checks in place to screen them underestimated. Some will of course ‘get
through’. The majority of these clandestine arrivals will work in the grey economy across which their
‘contribution’ to the UK will be in providing invariably ‘cash in hand’ labour below the minimum wage. As to
whether they are a burden on us I will simply say that those who deny an economy can exist without a grey
element are in denial of economic reality. Let me move onto the vast majority of those arriving who genuinely
do desire to study full-time, see chart 19. The contribution to the UK economy of this group is far reaching. It
reaches spatially far and wide across our country, and it is far reaching across sectors. Full-time foreign
students in the UK have provided one of the strongest growth elements to our private rental sector and have
generated net positives effects in the demands they place on our Higher Education Institutions, many of which
have become veritable construction sites over recent years to accommodate growing numbers of generousfee paying students from overseas. In the event of Brexit or in any reappraisal of how open our borders need
to be, we must remain very much open to those keen to study on our shores. Moreover, when we are
presented with net-migration figures we must be mindful that students are included, and should therefore net
out their considerable numbers. Let me now turn to the European Union’s Single Labour Market, EU
enlargement and what this has meant to the UK economy.
In earlier sections I reflect on how burdensome arrivals from across the EU have been on our economy. I make
it quite clear that whilst they place demands on our services and infrastructure they also act to lift capacity in
them. Repeating the point I have already made towards full-time students, in the event of Brexit or in any
reappraisal of how open our borders need to be, we must remain very much open to those across the EU who
motivation in trying to reach the UK is to work here. Yes there will be those who have no intention to apply
themselves positively. Some will argue the method to discourage those with this intent is to deny ‘benefits’ to
all those entering from the EU. To those who seek this I would say that it would create a two-tier system
presenting us with entirely new social and indeed practical problems, so too would the withholding of in-work
benefits. There are those who demand that Brexit or renegotiation should result in a screening system for EU
nationals keen to work in the UK. All I will say to this is that whilst a points-based system would indeed ‘raise’
the bar on who enters, it would also raise the problem which Australia is facing whereby those entering are on
average better educated and skilled than those raised there; thus opening up entirely new resentment. As for
a quota system, how are we to arrive at what will in effect prove an arbitrary figure? Let us accept that in
accepting economically motivated arrivals from across the EU we are getting bakers, builders as well as
doctors and dentists as well as cleaners and canteen staff. My sentiments towards EU nationals keen to work
in the UK are little different from those I have for applicants from beyond the EU. The vast majority apply
intent on bettering themselves, and for the vast majority of these their arrival betters our national economy. I
am steadfast in this belief because I happen to have extensively studied labour migration and have only ever
found evidence of it net economic benefits, even when those arriving have access to ‘benefits’. This brings me
to the last stream of arrivals bracketed under broad banner of ‘immigrants’, and the most controversial, those
keen to seek asylum.
As much as discussion of Bulgarians and Romanians et al entering the UK by virtue of the European Union's
Single Labour Market awakens headed debate, that concerning those in the Calais 'jungle' trying to make their
way here to seek asylum leads to nightmares. Indeed, it has been claimed by David Cameron that Brexit could
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see France 'tear up' the thirteen year Le Touquet agreement by which UK officials check passports on French
soil in Calais and Dunkirk, thus releasing a tidal flow of those in camps such as the 'Jungle' into the UK; the
figure suggested a staggering 500,000. One reply to this 'scaremongering' is that 'the juxtaposed' Le Touquet
agreement is a bilateral Treaty between the UK and France and thus dis-intermediating the EU. Let me close
with my personal thoughts.
Accepting asylum seekers is not a decision based on a nations economic ‘good’, but rather a nations ‘good’
conscious, and I would never dare suggest what is the ‘right’ number of asylum seekers the UK should accept,
or from where it should be deemed the seeking of asylum is justified (chart 20). What I will dare to say is that
the whole asylum crisis has at its core imperious regime change agendas by ‘western’ leaders who I will let
history judge. What I will claim is that the crisis has been dealt with particular poorly by one particular leader
of an EU nation, which is making her as unpopular amongst here once faithful nationals as she is in large parts
of austerity hit euro-land.
Chart 19: Net-migration to Britain, excl students

Chart 20: Asylum grants awarded and refused
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Let me close this section with these words. The idea that we should be caged-into the EU to be protected from
the ‘Jungle’ is a woefully poor argument indeed. There is an asylum crisis which all across Europe have to deal
with, not least the UK. And given others across the EU have taken matters in their own hands so the UK should
continue to do so. There should be the same keen scrutiny of asylum claims as there is to screen for bogus
student visa applications. And just as voting to leave the EU should not turn on the thorny issue of asylumseeking, neither should voting to stay.
“All are equal, but some are more equal than others”
Much has been made of David Cameron’s demand that a ‘two-tier’ system be introduced, to deter EU
immigrants being drawn to Britain because of our ‘generous’ benefits. Unsurprisingly the leaderships of
member countries with large numbers of nationals working across the UK have been particularly critical of this
specific request in our Prime Minister’s renegotiation of the UK’s EU membership terms. For my part, I have
argued above that we should not exaggerate how much denying in-work tax credits and other benefits for a
specified period after entry, might lessen the attraction of working in the UK for prime age adults across the
EU. I would also like to make clear my thinking that I see nothing wrong with treating differently – for a time –
European Union nationals entering the UK keen to work. Let me try to explain my reasoning in the best way I
know how, by providing an analogy.
On most flights we will notice passengers are seated in compartments where they are ‘treated differently’.
There will be a contrast in the ease with which we board and leave the aircraft. Once at our seats, these will
also be different and so too the in-flight service provided for us. Now the reason behind where we sit may well
have as much to do with how early we booked, as how much we paid. It may well be that we have a frequent
flyer or some other loyalty privilege.
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We might be the privileged passengers or we might not, but we all share the same journey, and whatever
thrills some may enjoy that others do not, we share the same aircraft and pilots. And whilst some may
experience speedier and less hassle than others when embarking and disembarking, in an emergency when it
really matters there is no priority or privilege, every passenger is treated equally. It is precisely as a passenger
aircraft that I see an economy. To those who are keen to create uniformity I would point to how every
instance where this has been attempted by an airline it has inevitably (re)introduced money based
‘differentiators’, from priority boarding and seat allocation to baggage allowance and ‘free’ food.
It is worthy pointing to the great prescience and penmanship of George Orwell who in 1945 gave us the
allegorical prose satire of ‘Animal Farm’. In this work of brilliance there was the notable idiom which I will
close by paraphrasing as a lesson to those keen on a collectivised EU “all are equal, but some are more equal
than others”.
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9. Brextimate
I have as much confidence in claiming I know precisely how many grains of sand there are in the Gobi desert
as I do in asserting what the net cost to the UK
Brexit - Yes to it
might be were it to decamp the EU. Indeed, I
It would be reckless not to have some trepidation about
would laugh in the face of anyone who
voting YES. Doubtless their niggling reservations will
produces what they claim to be the definitive
incline some to vote NO, who will regret their decision
number. Not only am I incapable of forecasting
the moment they have committed to it. The same can be
the net-effect on the UK economy of Brexit I am
said in reverse for those voting Yes with some reticence.
not even sure whether it would be positive or
However, the forces will not be symmetric, and so neither
will the numbers involved. The reality then is that the No
negative. My confusion has nothing to do with
vote will be biased upwards by the fear of an unknown,
my shirking from responsibility, after all I have
an invariably exaggerated fear, I assure you.
never held back when I think I can formulate an
informed opinion.
Brexit fears; calm-down dears
My reluctance to commit at the moment to a
“Brextimate” has everything to do with the fact
that I have no idea what degree of isolation
Brexit would involve. There are, after all, a
range of possibilities for how far removed from
Europe we choose to make ourselves, most
notably in relation to our labour market. And
there are a range of possibilities as to how
much the rump of the EU chooses to isolate the
UK as a penalty for leaving their group,
particularly in terms of our ability to export to
it.
The consequence of the UK leaving the
European Union is further complicated, indeed
considerably confused, by what it might mean
for the United Kingdom. After all it looks almost
certain there will be marked differences across
the UK in attitudes towards continued
membership of the EU. Imagine that a majority
of those in England indicated their wish to leave
but a majority of our fellow nationals in
Scotland voted to remain. This could easily
open an entirely new schism within the UK to
the point that not only an even more strident
Scottish but an English nationalist lobby
emerged.
It might make matters seem less complicated if
I say I can be confident of how currency and
money markets would respond to all this
uncertainty. The problem is that I cannot be
sure what a weaker currency and higher yields
might mean for the UK economy. Let us start
with the pound for instance. It is inconceivable
that it would strengthen against the euro or

There can be little objection to the idea that for the vast
majority of us our default is risk-aversion. Put another
way we generally prefer continuity, and will to pay a
premium to ensure as much. This is in effect the basis of
non-statutory insurance. Even insurance adverts for a
while played on the fear of having to ‘repair the damage’
of a shock by showing the damage of the feared
eventuality and then calming the viewer by saying it was
only an advert. Now in the case of seeking ‘cover’ for the
prospect of one’s home and its contents being damaged
or car being involved in an accident we can imagine what
potential loss we are keen to mitigate against. We can
then take out what we consider appropriate insurance,
where the premiums are set by astute actuaries keen to
extract as much of the available risk-premium as they
can.
There are of course events which derail continuity where
we simply cannot imagine how things might unfold
consequent to them. In these instance if the case is made
strongly enough that there is the potential for nasty
surprises we will be inclined to maintain the status quo of
what we know over what we cannot anticipate. I would
argue that the Yes camp was up against this headwind in
the Scottish independence Referendum campaign; you
might win over hearts but more difficult to persuade risk
averse minds which fill-in ballot papers. The same headwind looms for those campaigning for Brexit. Indeed, the
winds against them will made to blow all the heavier as
the ‘IN’ campaign presents ever more hyperbole over the
consequences of ‘OUT’, the closer things seem the
greater the post-apocalyptic rhetoric. One irony here is
that it was the risk aversion against Ed’s, Miliband and
Balls, which saw the ‘surprise’ continuity of a Cameron
Government. The irony I speak of is that this continuity is
the reason we face a Referendum where we are being
offered the option of discontinuing our membership of
the European Union. As to whether this ‘unknown’ is to
be feared enough for us not to leap into it, I would reply
that where an un-reconstructed EU is heading, is no less
clear.
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dollar if Brexit seemed likely even more so if the UK itself was threatened with a breakup. The question is
would a competitive advantage result? After all if we were denied open access to EU markets where is the
advantage of a weaker currency? Moreover, a weaker pound could not fail to stoke inflation, and this could
only raise borrowing costs, or rather further raise interest rates, since I am certain the prospect of Brexit
would unsettle sterling money markets. There will be, of course, arguing that across a developed world where
deflation is the ominous fear, the UK being injected with a dose of inflation, far from being a concern should
be welcomed. To complicate Brextimation there is the uncertainly as to what economic health the EU might
find itself in over coming years. After all, if we are to come close to gauging the cost of not being part of the
EU, we need to have some idea of what the UK economy might be missing. Let me be clear, I have
considerable reservations about the economic future of the EU and particularly of the euro-zone. The reality is
that no discussion of the Brexit issue can hope to be complete without consideration of both changing – read
deteriorating – economic fortunes across mainland Europe as well as shifting political – read popular –
attitudes towards the EU beyond the UK. In this regard there can be no denying there is a mood widely across
the UK’s fellow EU members which is increasingly sympathetic to the view it is in need of considerable reform;
a view that the ‘centre’ has overreached itself; going from a much needed economic union to one with
unwelcome political ambitions.
I for one am convinced the mood against the EU’s ‘overreach’ will only increase and broaden with every
passing day. Hungary isn’t happy, nor too Poland, Finland, Denmark or Sweden. I could go on. Against such a
backdrop, the UK’s bargaining hand can only strengthen, and so the potential for it to be seen as the
trailblazer of much needed and welcome reform. From Germany in its self-aggrandising way, considering itself
the first amongst EU equals, there is every reason to believe the UK will be given this mantle.
In considering the extent to which the UK has strength to achieve the reform it demands, we must not ignore
the damage to the EU of the UK no longer being part of it. For the further the EU sends the UK into rustication
the EU will harm itself; harm itself along any number of dimensions. Consider for a moment how the boards of
both BMW and VW might react to their car making operations across England suffering trade-sanctions which
in large part have been orchestrated by their own Government. Consider too the impact on remittances of the
UK being a “bad-EU leaver” and it in turn withdrawing the right to work of all those EU nationals currently in
gainful employment and who make valued financial contributions to their country of birth. I could ask for
consideration of other financial benefits the UK provides the EU; from its contribution to those organisations
ever more stretched budget, to the weight the UK provides the EU when it negotiates as a diplomatic and
political whole. As a final point on the issue of its former EU partners penalising the UK for leaving, one
wonders what the World Trade Organisation (WTO), the global free- market policing body, will have to say
about the erection of trade-barriers.
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10. Brexit would be no Greek tragedy
For periods over recent years all eyes were fixed on Greece amid frenzied talk of it withdrawing from the eurozone. At these times those encouraging such a defection seemed ignorant that it would have also meant
exiting the European Union. And whilst some might claim this double whammy would have proved favourable
for Greece the reality would have been a descent into autarky.
The risk of a human exodus from Greece following its abandoning the euro would have forced its nationals
losing their access to the single labour market. Those many Greeks already working across the EU would have
been forced by Grexit to return to a homeland suffering acute social and economic traumas, either that or
searching for a welcoming home beyond Europe. There would have been the trauma of having a sunshine
nation becoming ever darker; what was once the white economy rapidly turning ever more grey, and ever
more of the nation fading into the black market of extortionate exchange rates, as Greeks desperately sought
to exchange into euros whatever their Government came up for its fiat currency. Post Grexit the elderly and
infirm would have found them in a dystopia none thought imaginable in 21st century Europe, and in what was
once one of the world’s most celebrated centres of brilliance across commerce, arts and science. As for those
in Greece with any transportable skills they would offer themselves up to whichever nations were willing to
welcome them. Another trauma brought about by Grexit would have been the isolation of Greece from EU
markets, this at the insistence of its Balkan neighbours fearful of Greek farms and factories dumping into their
markets. Indeed, for its smaller neighbours such as Macedonia and Albania, Grexit would posse considerable
contagion threats; imagine all this alongside the current asylum crisis; a crisis made all the worse by Angela
Merkel taking it upon herself to speak on behalf of the EU when she could not even speak on behalf of most
Germans. Returning to Grexit no doubt many of us would have flooded into Greece through the summer to
exploit its climate and scenery we would also be doing so to exploit the desperate hard currency needs of its
hotels, restaurants and bars, and no doubt triggering a price war along the Mediterranean, Adriatic, Ionian
and Aegean seas.
So, if Grexit would have proven so unfavourable to Greece why not Brexit for Britain? For one the UK boasts a
sovereign currency. And whatever one expected of the pound in the wake of Brexit, the word trauma would
not be justified as a description. For another any attempt by the EU to isolate the UK from its single labour
market or free-trade area would result in a self-inflicted trauma on a number of EU members, from
neighbouring Ireland, down to Malta and across and somewhat ironically to Greece. And as noted elsewhere,
neither VW nor BMW would welcome any attempt to besiege their UK activities, nor would the multiple other
corporates from around the EU which have built a profitable presence across the UK.
The reality is that no two EU nations share the same exit eventualities. Just consider Finland for instance,
which is elaborated upon in the next section. It could depart the euro-zone were it to join Norway, Sweden
and Denmark in forging a unified Nordic currency. This quartet could in fact carve out a Nordic bloc outside
the EU, too big for the rump EU not to openly engage with. For its part Ireland could depart the euro-zone,
assuming it were willing to readopt the pound. It could also depart the EU if it did so in conjunction with the
UK. I am not suggesting new alliances, simply reimagining the strong links which once existed across Europe
and which predated the creation of the EU superstructure, links which were deemphasised as the European
Commission reach crept ever more into sovereign areas it had no legitimate right to enter.
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11. Get it out of the way Damn it
Against the backdrop of a surge in UKIP support and concerns a schism would open in his own party, in
January 2013 David Cameron committed to an in/out referendum on the UK’s continued membership of the
EU, claiming the British people must “have their say”. Given he only held power by virtue of a coalition
agreement, and with opinion polls showing a lead for the Labour Party which had refused to commit to a
referendum, some saw the idea of our EU membership being put to a ‘plebicite’ as fanciful.
Well, in the wake of the recent General Election David Cameron remained Prime Minister; he is in fact now
unencumbered by a coalition partner. Indeed, not only did the ‘split in the Tory vote’ and surge in UKIP seats
not materialise, it lost one of its Tory defectors. Some might even argue that is was what some at the time
considered David Cameron’s reckless commitment to a referendum which caused Mark Reckless to lose his
seat to the Conservative candidate, and and why the Tories are now the sole Party of Government. The SNP
will not of course argue their near clean-sweep of Scottish Parliamentary seats was a major contributor to
Labour failing to sweep into Downing Street. Whatever the reasons for the Conservative election win - and
there were many others which have been extensively covered in the months since May 7th - we now face a
Referendum on our continued membership of the EU. We even have a draft outline of what reforms the EU is
offering as concessions to persuade us to stay. What we still do not have however, is a date.
The original ‘Cameron commitment’ was a referendum not later than mid-way through what he hoped would
be his second spell as Premier. Hence the expectation of a summer 2017 referendum. As things stand we are
told to expect the vote to come in June.
The SNP has argued that scheduling for June will conflict with elections to the Scottish Parliament (as well as
voting for the Welsh and London Assemblies amongst others). One can sympathise that Scots face ballotboredom. After all, having already been heavily canvassed and then cast ballots in September 2014 and again
in May, confronting them with two more votes through May and June might lead to ‘voter-fatigue’ and
apathy. I disagree. Although only time will tell, I expect turnouts to hold up and keen and excited interest in
the campaigns.
As with any period ahead of an uncertain outcome, a degree of confusion reigns. And whilst it’s economic
harm is impossible to quantify, that uncertainty is economically unhelpful cannot be denied. True, I have
argued that any weakness in sterling caused by uncertainty will be welcomed by exporters and those sectors
within the UK - for instance the leisure industry - which can capitalise on a ‘cheaper pound’ (read ‘more
expensive’ overseas travel). This said uncertainty has an adverse impact on investment decisions. For my part I
can see no justification for delaying the referendum beyond its earliest practical date. My point quite simply is
Damn it, just do it.
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12. Chain reactions
I have written elsewhere that my favourite current euro-zone member to voluntarily leave the currency bloc in a managed way - is Finland. I maintain that it would do so to form a new – in fact a renewed – currency
union with its Nordic neighbours, Sweden, Denmark, Norway, possibly even Iceland. If in endeavouring to
forge a Nordic currency Finland was told that its membership of the EU was untenable, I have little doubt that
it would opt to leave, nor do I doubt Sweden and Denmark would follow it out of the EU door.
My reasoning here is that Finns are becoming increasingly frustrated as events turn from one crisis to the next
across an increasingly fractious and disunited European “Union”. Indeed the frustrations of the Finns are being
shared by a growing number of Danes and Swedes. If I am right, a schism looms between ‘The Nordics’ and
the EU. Matters here are complicated because of feedback loops. If Brexit were to happen first, I am
convinced the likelihood of some form of fission within the EU involving its Nordic members would increase in
a sort of chain reaction. Alternatively if Brexit were to be averted, I imagine the question of our membership
would be raised again as others start to question theirs.
In short and continuing with the nuclear metaphor, as it is the EU is structurally unstable. Even if the UK’s
IN/OUT EU referendum results in our continuing as members this will not stop others across the Union being
confronted by their own misgiving about continuing within it.
Returning to our as yet unscheduled referendum, some are claiming that Brexit will be averted because the EU
provides superficial concessions to placate enough UK voters that they opt for continuity. This cynical view
flatters the EU and its bargaining position. I for one am in little doubt that those in authority within the
European Union are on the proverbial back-foot. They are under pressure on a number of fronts. These
pressures will only intensify as the asylum issue becomes even more troublesome, and as the “green-shoots of
economic recovery” are trodden underfoot. As well as increasingly wayward Nordic members, the EU
technocratic ‘hierarchy’ will face growing dissent from the likes of Hungary, Poland, Bulgaria, Croatia and
other more ‘recent’ recruits. In short, in the event Brexit is averted, those enthusiastic of our EU membership
should hold back on celebrating the future of the EU and our place within it.
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13. Words on Brexit from Outside it
We have already heard Barak Obama’s encouragement that Britons should hold on within the European
Union. Specifically, in June last year he publicly claimed the EU is stronger with the UK as a member, following
on from this flattering observation by adding the barbed warning that the UK would “lose influence” were it to
exit.
Now, whether the US President makes any further observation remains to be seen. My suspicion is that the
secure phone line between Downing Street and The White House has been used to make clear that he has
commented enough. There is of course the chance Presidential hopefuls wade into the debate, both Democrat
and Republican. Indeed, despite their otherwise contrasting views I imagine all would be united in echoing the
opinion of the man they hope to replace in the White House; the United States would like the UK to remain in
the EU. As to why they hold this view here are two possible explanations. One is that the US indeed wants to
see an EU strengthened by the presence of the UK. Another, admittedly more cynical view is that rather than
“lose influence” Washington is concerned the UK will be empowered by being free from the European Union,
leveraging ever more on its extensive Commonwealth network and forging ever closer ties with the likes
China.
Interestingly, on the theme of “outsiders” proffering - self-interested - views on how Britons should vote some
of the more notable contributions have come from a raft of financial behemoths, unanimous in arguing loudly
in favour of continuity. Of course whilst ‘outsiders’, the likes of Goldman Sachs operate extensively inside (sic)
the UK’s financial system and have a right to publicly express a ‘firm’ view on the referendum, in a way one
would never expect them to make say ahead of a General Election. Indeed, given the ‘intellectual fire-power’
it is claimed is resident in that firm and others across the financial services sector, one might consider it
negligent for ‘informed’ views not to be forthcoming. To those listening keenly and reading carefully what is
being provided as an opinion from this quarter I would only say remember that there are vested and so
conflicts of objective interest, at work. Indeed, if I wished to be particular brutal in my assessment of what
investment banks recommend as to how we vote in the approaching referendum I would point to the fact
these were the same institutions recommending we buy the likes of Enron shares, Icelandic sovereign debt
and commodities at moments when the wisest thing to have done would have been to exit such markets.
Let me close with the decision by ‘our very own’ HSBC not to exit London – where it has been domiciled since
1993, having shifted from Hong Kong. We must bear in mind that this has been a perennial will it/wont it saga.
Of course, many believed relocation, were it to have happened, would have being influenced by uncertainties
over the UK’s role within the European Union. I always cautioned against exaggerating any such influence. We
now know that it will be staying with no obvious caveat in its decisions concerning Brexit. Even if HSBC had
returned to Hong Kong it would, to my mind, have simply confirmed that Greater China is where the real
growth action ‘is at’. As for the idea that HSBC has the ability to “move people between London and Paris” in
the event of Brexit one need remind its management that last year 30,000 French nationals received national
insurance numbers to work in the United Kingdom. And in remaining in London, HSBC has shown that it can be
close to China even whilst based in the UK, confirming my point that the world is about economic propinquity
not proximity.
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14. What China crisis?
Let me reflect on two uncertainties which will become only more loudly voiced before the respective ‘truths’
are finally revealed.
For one, there is the uncertainty over what concerns China is having over Britain’s EU referendum. The second
is the spreading ‘market’ concern over China’s very own economic future. I will hope to quickly reassure over
both distractions.
Let me be clear that I do not think it reasonable to believe those in authority in Beijing or Shanghai are cooling
their investment interest in Britain because they are overly alarmed by the consequences of either outright
‘Brexit’ or an agreement to a more ‘open relationship’ between Britain and its EU partners. How can I possibly
reason that China will not distance itself economically from the UK the more it sees the UK distancing itself
from its EU neighbours? Well, I believe Beijing has never needed to use the UK as a ‘Trojan horse’ into the EU,
the way Tokyo once had to. Let me explain.
Back in the 1980’s Japanese mercantilists could not call upon the WTO as they can now, to cry foul of barriers
to trade the way China’s now can. Quite frankly if China wishes to export to the EU it is almost unfettered to
do so from its own onshore factories. Things are much different now from thirty five or so years ago when the
EU restricted Japanese exports into it, or as it was euphemistically put then Japan showed Voluntary Export
Restraint (VER). This compelled Japanese industrial groups - from its car makers to its producers of consumer
electronics - into opening factories (trans-plants) within the EU (as was the case with VER into the United
States). And because of her ‘supply-side’ reforms and Margaret Thatcher’s other welcoming gestures, it was
largely in the UK that Toyota, Toshiba, et al, opted to invest to establish capacity within the EU. Interestingly
these ‘trans-plant’ factories have continued to expand their capacity even though Japan no longer needs to
‘voluntarily’ restrict what it can export into the EU from its plants at ‘home’. The reason the UK remains a
favoured offshore hub for Japan is the efficiency and flexibility enjoyed by its high value added engineering
sectors. As for the idea Japan’s corporates would depart the UK were it to depart the EU, the reality is that
Toyota, Nissan, etc, would hardly quietly accept any EU attempt to restrict exports from their respective UK
factories (just as neither BMW or VW would not welcome any such penalties to theirs). After all, too much
investment has been sunk and these plants are too important to group earnings for them simply to go
undefended in Tokyo, Frankfurt, Munich, etc.
Map 3: A UNITED Kingdom’s economic topography

Source: Toscafund (* data up to 2014 and **FDI data is 2009-2014)
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Returning to China, let me repeat that its keenness to invest in the UK has almost nothing to do with creating
transplant capacity from which it can export into the EU. Rather it is investing in part so it can capitalise on the
UK’s sound domestic growth. China is also drawn to the UK because it wishes to make it the main western hub
for its financial and business service sectors. China’s increasing engagement with the UK will help in exorcising
the second uncertainty befuddling minds and judgements; that China’s economic momentum will slow to an
uncomfortable pace.
The reality is that what we are seeing across China is a reorientation in its economic growth, a move in effect
from relying on the consumption of households overseas to empowering its own households to do the
consuming. Beijing is set on empowering Chinese households to raise their consumption levels and lift
ownership of durable goods to the penetration rates common across developed economies. This
empowerment requires the lifting of disposable incomes so Chinese families can enjoy the same discretion we
have in the west to spend in restaurants, bars and in travel and leisure more widely. This empowerment will
be made possible by expanding the access to insurance and financial services to ever more households across
China. And all this will, in turn, rely crucially on a close engagement with the UK; an engagement and closeness
which will not necessarily depend on our closeness to our EU neighbours. Also, independent of our closeness
to the EU will be the keenness of young adults across China to study in the UK, lifting their human capital for
the benefit of their future wealth.
Let me close this short section by returning to Japan’s halcyon growth years.
It would be no exaggeration to say Japan’s economic strength through the decades after World War II relied
mostly on its dealings with customers many, many miles away from Asia, to be more specific growing its
exports to both sides of the North Atlantic (a long distance engagement which South Korea would itself also
capitalise on). Through the 1980’s Japan’s financial service sector would also make London their preferred
western hub, just as I expect China will do so, but on an even larger scale and regardless of how engaged the
UK happens to be with the EU. In short, just as Japan’s experiences proved the importance of propinquity over
proximity, so we in Britain will come to appreciate neighbours do not make the best customers or commercial
partners and long distance relationships can prove happy and fruitful ones.
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15. The Referendum – After It
Once all the ballots have been counted there will, of course, be a losing side. For whilst the margin of defeat
will not necessarily reduce matters to a simple binary outcome; there has to be a ‘losing’ side. Let us then
reflect for a moment on the aftermath for the loser, before considering what might await the win, whichever
side that happens to be.
As the SNP proved in winning all but three of Scotland’s 57 Parliamentary seats in the General Election which
followed nine months after losing the Independence Referendum, to the victor do not always go the spoils.
Indeed, the closeness of the contest forced the coalition parties in Government to join with Labour into
making concessions which will be passed into law as the Scotland Act 2016, providing devolved fiscal powers
far reaching enough that one could claim they will give Holyrood sovereignty over economic policy within the
‘sterling-bloc’ greater than the likes of Greece currently have in the euro-zone.
Some have suggested that a ‘Yes’ victory could quickly see the EU offer even more far reaching concessions to
the UK, ‘forcing’ a second vote, just as Ireland experienced with its ‘No’ (June 2008, 53.4% turnout of 53%)
then ‘Yes’ (October 2009, 67.1% turnout of 59%) referendum outcomes to the Treaty of Lisbon. The Brexit
camp need to be mindful that a narrow win might trigger just such an eventuality, and how they might react
one can only guess at.
In the event the outcome is ‘No’, the margin will be crucial. Of course a resounding ‘No’ is possible, and those
backing ‘Exit’ know all too well this would raise questions over their judgment and end political careers. Such a
prospect will explain why many Eurosceptics will keep their own counsel rather than show their true colours,
our politicians are after all no less risk averse than the average Briton.
Much more likely than a resounding ‘No’ is an outcome similar to Scottish Independence Referendum. As
mentioned earlier in the event a sizeable minority were seen to be dissatisfied with the ‘European Project’ the
victors might find theirs was a Phyrric success, just as the Unionists have found since Scotland’s independence
referendum in September 2014. Indeed, having performed remarkably well in last May’s General Election the
SNP are set to enjoy a surge in this May’s elections for the Scottish Parliament, reinforcing the view that a
second Independence Referendum should not be dismissed over coming years. The case for a ‘second go’
would only increase in tandem with the differential between sentiment towards the EU which the referendum
reveals between Scotland and England, which I touch upon again towards the close of this short section.
What of a resounding ‘Yes’? Well, the implications for those across ‘the Establishment’ campaigning for No
would be considerable were they to be convincingly beaten. Indeed just as those brave enough to campaign
Yes would see their political careers end with a large No vote, the same would apply were the situation
reversed. The scale of the politicide from a resounding ‘Yes’ would however be far greater. And to repeat, a
resounding ‘Yes’ could only occur through an overwhelming Yes across England.
Whatever the outcome there will be close scrutiny of the voting patterns, spatially across the United Kingdom,
by age group and indeed by as many cross-sections which polling diagnostics will allow for with any degree of
accuracy. The results of this analysis - the referendum will after all be the largest opinion poll on the subject
ever – will be scrutinised and used by some to argue that say the young are happier in the EU than their
elders, and that England is more Eurosceptic than Scotland and Wales. The reality is that the day after
referendum day will not be the end of the story but simply the opening of a new chapter in the form the UK
takes within itself and within wider Europe.
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16. No way to build EUtopia (Issue 9 – When the clue is in the name – June 2011)
With its Social Charter and other legislations empowering the individual, the EU has introduced personal rights
as strong as have existed since the most enlightened Greek city states were pillaged by the hordes who did not
share such lofty ideals.
As an employee one can only warm to a restriction to the maximum number of hours one is demanded to
work, the guarantee of a ‘living wage’, immunity from summary dismissal, health and safety protection and
other cushions against the evils of ‘corporate opportunism’. However, as an economist looking at a
competitive world, one has to be realistic.
In reality, when labour market flexibility reduced in one region but not in others so competitive forces will
displace jobs to where workers can be ‘sweated’ more productively.
Of course the migration of jobs requires work to be fungible, something certainly not possible where services
can only ever be provided locally; the case of retail (broadly) and most personal services (the classic barber
example). This, in my view is a very poor defence. The issue here is that too many EU workers involved in the
private sector operate in traded good sectors producing wares just as easily made elsewhere; autos, metals,
chemicals etc. Overlay a less competitive currency to inflated labour costs and the migration of jobs cannot fail
to build.
Some readers may feel my concerns are overdone, seeing rising wages and strengthening currencies across
Emerging Markets as closing the door to further large-scale job migration. In my view this is complacency.
The reality is there will be little let-up in the challenge from emerging nations to EU jobs. Where this is not
enough the EU faces competitive onslaughts from elsewhere. First, there is non EU Europe. Second, a threat
looms from the US like seldom before.
From both across the CEE and the US, the euro-zone faces the threat from currency strength. This will overlay
with another crucial factor. A structural gap has opened ever wider in the cost of doing business between the
EU and non-EU Europe and the US.
The contract between the vast majority of US employees and their employers shows nowhere near the
constraints on the latter as the equivalent across large parts of the EU (the UK has not signed up to the Social
Chapter). When firms cannot readily fire it is not unreasonable to conclude they will not hire as freely.
Similarly, if workers in one region cannot be asked to work beyond a fixed number of hours it is not
unreasonable to expect firms will opt to hire where no such constraint exists.
Chart 12: Zloty/€

Chart 13: Ukraine/€
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Now there will be those arguing the EU is no place for firms that endanger and exploit the environment and
their workers. As an economic romanticist I wholeheartedly applaud such sentiments, as a realist I fear them.
When the EU began twenty years ago to build in earnest rights of the individual, the competitive landscape
was quite different. China was a largely closed economy and the EU only really had to consider the competitive
challenge of the US and Japan. Since then globalisation has truly taken hold.
Were it not enough that the EU has raised the cost of doing business in so many other ways, it has added more
costs through well meant environmental legislation. Once again this layer of cost, as well intended as it is, has
been introduced largely unilaterally. It came as no surprise that Germany should be the first major economy to
announce it was deserting nuclear power as an energy option. Neither does it surprise me that Europe remains
closed to the idea of genetically modified foods. Europeans may not be self-sufficient in energy or food but
they are over-supplied with romantic ideals.
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17. Lessons from history: 1974/5 (Issue 19 – Oh, Historic Times – February 2013)
Until 2011 - when in a low turnout they rejected Alternative Voting - Britons had only once before been
offered a nationwide referendum. This was back in 1975 when, incidentally they were asked to decide on
whether the UK should remain within the EEC; which it had acceded to only a couple of years earlier.
The pledge to hold a referendum had formed a central plank of the Labour Party’s manifesto for the General
Election of October 1974. For, back then, Labour was the main parliamentary home for sceptics to Britain’s EEC
membership, entry in which had been fervently promoted by Edward Health, the Conservative leader. The
SNP, for its part, had quite a different view of the EEC then from what it does now, backing the campaign for exit.
Returning to Labour’s position on EEC membership, its leadership had made clear that if victorious in the
February General Election, it would renegotiate terms and then put these to a referendum on remaining within
what was essentially then a trade body. However, events did not run as smoothly as Wilson would have wished.
Against a troubling economic backdrop – oil prices surging from October 1973 - the February election saw no
party win a clear Parliamentary mandate. With coalition talks between the Conservatives and Liberals
unsuccessful, Labour, the largest party in Westminster, formed a minority Government, Wilson returning to
no. 10 where he had been incumbent from 1964 to 1970. Intriguingly, it was Edward Heath’s intransigence
over the electoral reform demanded by Liberals under Jeremy Thorpe that put pay to a Conservative-Liberal
Coalition (a mistake David Cameron, then aged six, may have learnt a lesson from.)
Figure 1: The UK’s two General Elections of 1974
October 1974 General Election
Majority 318
319 Labour
6 Ulster Unionist

Conservative 277

13 Liberal
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February 1974 General Election

318 Coalition that never was
(Conservative, Liberal and Ulster Unionists)

Source: Toscafund

With parliament hung, it was inevitable the nation would have to once more go to the polls, and it did so eight
months later. The result on October 10th was a wafer-thin three seat Labour majority. Slim as his hold on
power was, Wilson ploughed ahead with his efforts to renegotiate Britain’s terms within the EEC, ahead of his
promised referendum, slated for June 5th 1975. With the referendum fast approaching, EEC heads of
Government met in Dublin on March 11th. Their deliberations resulted in concessions which elicited this
response from Harold Wilson:
“I believe that our renegotiation objectives have been substantively, though not completely achieved.”
In the referendum which simply asked “Do you think the UK should stay in the Common Market?” 67% of the
65% who turned out voted YES. In the wake of this endorsement, Roy Jenkins was quoted as claiming:
“It puts the uncertainty behind. It commits Britain to Europe; it commits us to playing an active,
constructive and enthusiastic role in it.”
As we write, uncertainty has returned with David Cameron promising a referendum on Britain’s EU
membership, were he of course to remain in power. Given the parallels with the events of 1974/5, we might
find the explanation for Cameron’s “gamble” by reflecting on this interpretation of Wilson’s offer of a
referendum on essentially the same issue, “He appeased some in his party by holding it, the result, appeased
the others”.
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18. Lessons from history: 1983 (Issue 19 – Oh, Historic Times – February 2013)
It is widely thought the Conservatives came out victorious in the General Election of 1983 because of the
“Falklands Effect”. Well, as much as success in the South Atlantic contributed to lifting Tory fortunes, it won
the 1983 Election mostly through the main opposition vote being split.
Back in 1983 an alliance of the Liberal Party with the newly formed Social Democrats received a quarter of the
vote, the Alliance polling the highest share of a third party since 1923 and only a few hundred thousand votes
behind Labour. Crucially, many of their new supporters were drawn from Labour Party ranks, which recorded
its worst showing since 1918. The result was that despite actually receiving a smaller share of the popular vote
than in the General Election of 1979, the Conservative Party achieved their largest ever parliamentary
majority.
Figure 2: The 1983 UK General Election
Majority 326
Conservative
397
Labour 209
SDP - Liberal Alliance
23
Total = 650 seats
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Source: Toscafund

The lesson of a party’s vote being split is, I am sure, one David Cameron reflected on when he recently
announced that if re-elected he would allow a straight In/Out Referendum on Britain’s membership of the EU.
In this one promise, David Cameron has effectively taken away much of the reason for Euro-sceptical Tories to
“protest vote” for the UK Independence Party (UKIP). And the importance of neutering this threat cannot be
over-stated for Conservative fortunes in the next General Election. As we have seen when reflecting on events
from the 70’s, the Conservatives do not have exclusive rights in using Britain’s role in Europe as a political tool.
There have, of course, been those who’ve expressed the concerns Britain’s uncertain role within Europe will
cause economic harm. Whilst impossible to dismiss this threat, I would suggest that it not be exaggerated.
Indeed, rather than suffer an evacuation of labour and capital in coming years, I remain convinced Britain will
prove the destination of considerable amounts of both, and not a small amount arriving from other parts of an
ever more economically depressed EU.
As much as committing to a referendum was pure political self-interest, Cameron’s announcement just may
concentrate minds in Strasbourg/Brussels/Paris and Berlin about just how much the EU needs a more open
relationship with Britain rather than a divorce, messy for both.
The simple truth is that popular sensibilities within Britain towards its various political parties as well as
perceptions towards Europe will shift with time. And the direction in which these move will be influenced to a
large extent by economic fortunes. And how Britain is perceived by its EU partners will itself change, and will
shift again with both economic developments and the installation of entirely new governments.
With all this change in mind, I continue to believe that in twelve months Britain’s economy will have silenced
those who are still claiming it has a poor growth future. I am equally convinced the EU will enter 2014
struggling far more than the consensus anticipates, and I expect this divergence to continue into 2015 and for
thereafter.
I am convinced the Britain’s hand in negotiating a repatriation of powers from the EU can only strengthen. And
if, as looks likely, political shifts across the EU usher in Governments with nationalist agendas, the mood in
Westminster towards an overly influential EU will be matched by ever more governments sympathetic to
decentralising power.
If proven right in all my economic forecasts, and I accept few will agree with many of my projections, the
backdrop for a EU referendum, were it to go ahead in 2017, will be quite different from what it is today. And I
fully anticipate a referendum will happen in 2017 and one which results in Britons – including Scots, who I
expect vote to continue with Union – agreeing to remain within the EU, but on very different terms to those
that exist today.
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19. Pathological thinking (Issue 19 – Oh, Historic Times – February 2013)
The chart below is an unashamedly simple illustration of the paths the UK could follow over coming years.
After all it faces one definite and a potential second referendum, contingent on the result of the next General
Election. And there is even a chance the latter will have to be re-run if the result is inconclusive.
Figure 3: Possible paths (shaded central-case & GDP forecasts based on central-case)

Source: Toscafund (*Outright or in coalition)

Not only can no outcome be entirely dismissed, each will no doubt be given a different probability according to
ones viewpoint. Indeed, the probabilities as we see them today will no doubt change with time. Furthermore,
one could include many other events to the figure, each with their own contingent outcomes, all of which will
have knock on effects; for instance elections across Europe and the political changes that result (even England
winning the World Cup in 2014 would have to be considered as having an effect on “nationalist sentiment”).
Most important of all there is the issue of how events unfold economically, within the UK and across Europe.
Allowing for all the fog, I am committing myself to the blue-shaded central case predictions captured in the
figure above and predicated on the GDP forecasts for the UK and Germany shown in the background.
My central-case (shaded blue in figure 3) begins with next year’s referendum resulting in Scots rejecting
independence. This would of course mean Scotland still being in-parliamentary-play for the next General
Election. When this is held in May 2015, its outcome will turn crucially on economic fortunes, and these I
believe will be more favourable to the Coalition than they currently are. With a following economic-wind and a
UKIP-neutralising EU referendum pledge, I expect David Cameron to still be Prime Minister once the counts are
complete (the Eastleigh by-election on February 28th will give some indication of how the political-land now
lies). Indeed, I believe Cameron’s prospects will be helped by developments within Scotland even in the wake
of a No to independence and the continuation of Scottish seats in Parliament.
Having failed in its independence ambitions I am convinced the SNP will turn its attention to a dash for DevMax, devolving as many powers as quickly as possible from Westminster to Holyrood. In doing so MP’s
representing Scottish constituencies would be expected, as a matter of protocol, to sit-out “West Lothian
Questions” - Labour would of course resist - and so making even a slim Coalition/Conservative majority
“workable”.
I accept there is a chance May 2015 sees a repeat of February 1974, and a short-lived minority Government
followed by a second vote, and unwelcome uncertainty in between. Only time of course will tell, but as I have
said my expectation is David Cameron will remain as Prime Minister and press ahead with a referendum in
2017 on the UK’s membership of the EU. As for the idea the Liberal-Democrat Party shifts its coalition
allegiance to the Labour Party, well, all I can say is such a change in partnership would require some brace-
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neck on the part of Nick Clegg. Of course it would be possible with a new leader, but still highly unlikely in my
opinion.
Returning to my central-case I have little doubt the referendum in 2017 will result in a vote for continuity, just
as I expect it to be when Scots go the polls next year. However, I believe the backdrops for these two votes will
be quite different. For Scotland, the decision to remain united will, as I have said catalyse nationalists to
devolve as much power as they can. By contrast I believe the outcome of the EU referendum will be heavily
influenced ahead of it by Westminster gaining considerable devolution of its own.
So much then for my central-case, what some might of course see as the “pigs flying” scenario. What of
others?
However low I personally chose to put its probability, it is still possible Scots vote for independence in 2014
(and then depart the Union in March 2016). In fact in the event of this “tail outcome”, I would be forced to
adjust the probabilities I attach to each subsequent branch of the decision tree in figure 1.
Scottish succession would not actually make me revise lower the probability I attach to David Cameron
remaining Prime Minister. In fact, few can doubt that his prospects would be helped by the absence of Scottish
Westminster seats with their skew to the Parliamentary Labour Party, who hold 41 of the 59 seats north of the
border. The Conservatives, by comparison, hold a solitary Scottish seat, and the Liberal Democrats 11, out of a
total of 650 Parliamentary seats. The schematic below shows how, had Scottish seats been excluded in the
2010 General Election, David Cameron would have held a 9 seat majority.
Figure 4: The 2010 Westminster election with and without Scottish seats
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2010 Westminster Election (without 59 Scottish Seats)
Source: Toscafund

Whilst not making me alter my view on the outcome of the next General Election sans Scotland, the latter’s
independence would force me to revise upwards the probability I attach to the rump of the UK voting to exit
the EU. Let me be clear I am not suggesting it would make it probable, simply less improbable.
My reasoning is that Scottish independence could not fail to create a back-draft of English nationalism (Wales
too seeing an upsurge). In fact, were London’s economy to follow the impressive growth path I expect, and
ripple benefits outwards around England, this too would help the cause of EU-secessionists, claiming as they
would that we can go it alone economically.
As we chose to make what we consider informed judgements on likely outcomes for uncertain events, we
have to deal with each branch as we come to it, as well as allowing for branches appearing we never even
thought of as happening or mattering. This is less about “Flying Pigs” as “Black Swans”.
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20. UK Matters (Issue 20 – On matters United – June 2013)
David Cameron has delivered a draft bill promising UK voters a referendum on remaining within the EU, no
later than the end of 2017, were he of course to still be Prime Minister after the 2015 General Election. Even
with this – contingent – commitment, the chorus crying for an earlier vote is getting louder, the most vocal
being the growing number of sympathisers to the UK Independence Party, UKIP. Indeed, a number of marquee
names from the Conservative Party have made clear they would vote in favour of EU exit, were the vote to
happen now.
Now, quite frankly, food would still fill shelves, the lights would still work and daily routines would continue as
normal, were the UK not in the EU. Even travelling to the Continent would not alter greatly since the UK is
outside the Shengen Area. As for the economic costs and benefits to the UK of leaving, I will not even hazard a
rough guess; and I would challenge anyone who confidently comes up with a figure. What I would claim
however is that Europe is becoming commercially less important to the UK, at the same time as its
participation becomes more important to the EU. For these reasons, the UK’s negotiating hand will grow ever
stronger. And to repeat I do not believe the UK economy would struggle outside the EU. Not struggle that is as
long as it continued to capitalise on the widespread desire to work and study here. I fear however that those
who wish to see an exit from the EU do not share my view towards the economic value provided by migrants.
And I suspect were a referendum to go ahead, it could see voters desiring an exit from the EU not appreciating
that their economic interests would be harmed not so much by departing the EU, but by the almost certain
hermetic sealing of the UK that would coincide, for this is what I fear would result.
Let me draw directly from the UKIP website:
“UKIP calls for an end to the age of mass, uncontrolled immigration. Since 1997 immigration
has added almost four million new people to the British population. Britain is very densely
populated. England, where the majority of people live, is one of the most densely populated
countries in the world. We simply cannot sustain the level of immigration that adds another
one million people to the population every four to five years. This puts an intolerable burden
on our infrastructure and public services. “
Rather than simply argue this is abject nonsense, which it plainly is, I will draw upon the Discussion Paper
“Britain’s Got Growth” released in May 2012:
“What laws dictate optimal or maximum population densities? However densely packed the
population of Britain happens to be today (260 people per square km), it is still less so than
its EU fellow members Belgium (351), the Netherlands (393) and Malta (1300). It is worth
noting that the Channel Islands, hardly a place known for social unrest, have a density close
to 800. Moving into even more compact space, we have Hong Kong (almost 6500). Now
however ‘uncomfortable’ it becomes at times living in Hong Kong, it performs remarkably
well despite its density. Indeed, we could claim Hong Kong’s economic strength derives
precisely because of its density. Let’s return to Britain. The spread of population around
Britain is far from even, London’s density is at 4761 when Lincolnshire’s is 147.
Were Britain to move to the density currently being recorded in the Netherlands, our
population would be 100 million. And quite frankly I see no reason why this should prove an
‘uncomfortable’ number. Britain will neither sink under the weight of a growing population
nor be certain to suffer growing social unrest in its wake. With improved transport
infrastructure, Britain will figuratively get small and literally ‘fill-out’. The development of
such non-regionally centred sectors as education will help drive this process. So too will
‘economies of population scale’.
As populations grow, so sectors can develop that grow with it. A call-centre can be located
anywhere apart from where it cannot be staffed. This is where a growing population
correlates positively with economic value added per capita. This all of course ties in with
housing since one cannot drive population higher without a commensurate rise in the supply
of accommodation. The issue here is that unlike native Britons who are rather immobile
around their country, immigrants tend to be considerably more flexible where they settle.
We have seen this over recent years and will continue to experience it in the years ahead.
The future of Britain as we see it at least is a nation with a growing population, whose
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density will head ‘comfortably’ higher because it does so proportionally more quickly across
less densely populated areas.”
Let me return to the theme of a referendum on the UK leaving the EU.
As I noted in the last Issue, this is not the first time a referendum on the UK’s membership has been agitated
for and concessions won as the threat of exit has increased.
Close on 40 years ago, the UK’s electorate voted on whether to remain within what was then a much smaller
and essentially North-West European economic club. In the referendum on June 5th 1975 voters were asked
“Do you think the UK should stay in the Common Market?”. The result was 67% of the 65 percent who turned
out voting YES, translating into an effective rate of 43.5%, considered mandate enough to remain within the
EEC.
Ahead of the vote back in 1975 Harold Wilson exploited brinkmanship to elicit concessions for the UK
(although the debate still rages on how valuable these actually were). In the same way I am convinced David
Cameron can negotiate. Indeed, as I have already suggested Cameron’s bargaining hand is far stronger than
Wilson’s was. I am extremely concerned however that those demanding a referendum want the UK out
regardless of even the most favourable revised terms. And I suspect this group have a sub-text which is
economically dangerous for the UK.
Frankly, I fear the agenda of those demanding the UK’s exit from the EU has less to do with British courts
being subordinated in legal issues to Strasbourg, Westminster losing legislative sovereignty to Brussels or
“The City” being harassed. Rather I suspect the basis of anti-EU sentiment is anti-immigration. And this
thinking is to me at least one of the most worrying threats to the UK economy.
The overt text for many of those who demand the UK exit the EU is for immigration to be narrowed to a trickle
from its recent fast moving stream (chart 3). The complaint is that immigrants far from being a benefit simply
burden “our” benefit system. The intolerance of immigrants because of their “net economic cost” has however
no reliable evidence to support it. And what exactly is there to be intolerant of? Against arrivals from overseas
providing tenants for landlords, customers for retailers, workers for employers and tax revenues for the
Exchequer? Against immigrants who have enriched many of the UK’s indigenous population and continue to
do so?
Chart 1: UK Employment & forecasts

Chart 2: UK car imports vs. exports
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That undesirables also happen to enter the UK is something I do not deny. This reality accepted the wheat far
outweighs the chaff; large-scale immigration freshening what would otherwise be a stagnant UK labour pool.
As for the idea the record numbers of workers born overseas are crowding-out Britons from the labour market
I would point to vacancy numbers which are rising, and now above 500,000 for the first time since late 2008
and employment itself is robust, with more workers than ever employed in the private sector. More generally
the much maligned British economy is performing remarkably well, remarkably well that is under the
circumstances of a public sector drawing back spending, and remarkably better than almost all other
mainstream European economies. After all service sector activity and employment (chart 1) is at an all time
high and so too jobs in London’s financial and business services sector (chart 41). Across in manufacturing the
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UK currently assembles for export more cars by value than it imports (chart 2). This is quite a boast when one
considers that private new car sale volumes are back above “pre-recession levels”, increasingly fastest outside
London. House prices too are rising, and again not confined to the South East. For its part new homebuilding
activity is increasing and UK construction more widely is past its worst.
Of course UK wage growth is muted, a development often put down, with a tone of bitterness, to competition
for work from immigrants. Such modest wage inflation however will ensure interest rates stick at historic lows;
not welcomed by savers, but a boom to borrowers. And let us not forget more Britons are landlords to others
than ever before, most enjoying generous rental yield as a result. It is on the last observation that one comes
back to confused thinking towards immigration.
Even some of those with UKIP sympathies are landlords whose tenants are recent arrivals. And most of their
tenants, so unwelcome to those they compete for work with, have provided cost savings to buyers of their
services, all the more curious since here again some have UKIP sympathies. And one is inclined to warn such
people to be careful of what they wish for. Rather than view migrants as cuckoos or magpies, invading our nest
or stealing from it, we should see them, or certainly the majority of them, as golden geese.
I have made clear in what must seem endless written research how the high net immigration recorded by the
UK over recent years has delivered an unambiguously positive economic effect. It has after all delivered a
welcome boost to consumption, whilst simultaneously providing a willing and affordable workforce, often in
sectors which had long suffered a shortage of labour. Let me quote again from previous research, this time
from Britain’s Got Growth part 2:
“The boost to Britain’s prime-age population will lift the number of births being recorded
across it, and as it does will with time shift the emphasis of population growth from
migration to fertility (charts 3, 4 & 5). Against such a favourable demographic backdrop
Britain’s domestic facing sectors cannot fail to benefit. Arrivals will after all prove consumers
as well as producers. They will satisfy some of the staffing needs of the internal economy as
they provide part of its consumption. They will keep wages competitive but create demand
for property and lift home prices and rents.”

Chart 3: UK net migration & forecasts

Chart 4: Birth rate comparisons & forecasts
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Immigrants have helped lift the UK’s birth rate to a level not recorded in modern times (chart 4), and
according to my estimates the UK’s natural annual population increase is heading above 400,000 (chart 5), a
development which would propel Britain’s population to becoming the biggest in Europe by 2050 (chart 6).
Whilst Germany too is certain to be a destination for many EU migrants, their arrival is unlikely to have the
same economic benefits they promise for Britain. Our reasoning has much to do with the backdrop against
which immigrants arrive. For Britain, arrivals will enter what is in effect a domestic facing economy whose
growth is internally virtuous. For Germany, arrivals will enter a mercantilist economy having to come to terms
with trade challenges, many, as we have argued, the result of the penalties imposed across the EU by
Germans themselves.
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Chart 5: UK natural population change & forecasts

Chart 6: Population comparisons & forecasts
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Returning to migrants, I repeat these provide the UK’s ever growing number of landlords with welcome and
often lucrative rental income and are indeed as important in lifting demand for residential property as they are
in helping build more of it. Of course one of the most popular cries from UKIP sympathisers is that the UK’s
residential market cannot cope with more households. Let me draw once more on Britain’s Got Growth:
“It is frequently put to [me] that an encouraging economic thesis for Britain relying on rapid
population growth cannot possibly be reconciled with a residential market that is chronically
supply constrained. [I] however see no inconsistency. The reason is [the] considerable scope
for dormant residential-supply being quickly added to Britain’s housing stock. And the
catalyst for this will be an increasing opportunity cost of property assets not being worked.
Across Britain but most significantly in London, there is considerable residential wealth that
is untapped. It is untapped because it is under-built or under-let. It may be vacant and have
been so for a long period. It may be lost in probate, in the hands of a thrifty owner, or
amazing as it may sound, part of a large property estate and just overlooked. Whatever the
nature and reason, Britain has what has to be in excess of a million housing units that can be
brought into the residential-market on top of that arriving through new build and on top of
vacant properties in the hands of local authorities. This new supply will not face terribly
demanding planning issues, will often be in properties rich in character and be in exactly the
place the market is tightening rapidly.”
In short, it is no exaggeration to claim that without the scale of migration into the UK over recent years, the
pound would be weaker still and interest rates and the cost of living markedly higher. Yes, migrants have
competed wages down. But as I have argued this has hardly been unwelcome to those paying for more readily
available and affordable labour.
Let me reflect on the notion most arrivals entering the UK are opportunists milking the benefits system. Well,
are we to believe that without immigrants the UK would be free from “state parasites”? Indeed, there is an
argument immigrants dilute this sub class. More generally economic migrants provide the UK with positives,
the list of which I could not do justice to in this short vignette. Let me instead draw on the Toscafund
Discussion Paper from twelve months ago, “Britain’s got Growth”:
“The Government is claiming it will reduce annual net immigration from its recent levels of
around a quarter of a million to tens of thousands by 2015. To us this is a poor economic
strategy. Fortunately it is also a fanciful forecast.
From Greece and Spain to Ireland and elsewhere across Europe, there are many millions of
prime-age adults who in recent years moved around the enlarged EU to wealthier and, at the
time, growing economies. Many of these are now suffering deep and painful austerity.
Whilst some recent migrants will remain, many will not. Those that leave may well chose to
return “home”. The likelihood however is many will move elsewhere across the EU, and
Britain is certain to be targeted by a great number. In Spain alone, for instance, there are
over one million Bulgarians and Romanians. Indeed, we anticipate it will not simply be
Romanians and Bulgarians decamping Spain but some Spaniards. Similarly, it will not only be
Poles and Lithuanians et al departing Ireland for Britain, but the Irish themselves. We also
expect Greeks to join emigrants from Greece, to escape from the deep austerity sweeping it.
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Some will, of course, claim that sharply higher net immigration to Britain will simply mean
sharply higher unemployment. Not so, certainly not structurally. As populations grow so
does employment; after all unemployment rates are very often lower even when economies
have doubled or trebled in size. Most immigration is economically accretive. Arrivals provide
demand for homes, goods and services and are a positive in so many other ways. There is
more than a little irony hearing complaints over the employment threat posed to them by
immigration, from the jobless who have plainly not wanted to fill long open vacancies. Sure
there will be chaff arriving with the wheat, but the balance has invariably been
overwhelmingly towards the latter.
If one development captures in the popular mind Britain’s transformation, it is the ubiquity
of “the foreign builder, plumber and carpenter”. To many, this is modern Britain’s most
glaring failure, depriving its nationals of work and overwhelming Britain’s housing, health
and education services. Worse still some will argue (with some cause) are those arrivals who
do not work at all. Of these some may well be work-shy opportunists. Others however will be
seeking legitimate work, and once successful will prove a positive contribution to the wider
economy. There is of course the issue of asylum seeking. This is not something we will deal
with in this piece other than to say that however well motivated, its implementation has
been woeful; breeding resentment in both hosts and arrivals. Focusing strictly on economic
immigration, we are in no doubt the surge recorded by Britain has provided significant
growth positives. We are equally as confident that inflows from across the EU will continue,
and as they do, should be welcomed.”
So then, if the desire is lower property prices and reduced rents, then a fortress Britain policy will ensure as
much. A little Britain mentality will also deliver higher interest rates, and fewer generous-fee paying students
and tourists. True, the pound will decline and to some degree help improve competitiveness. Whatever
benefit this provides will however be more than offset by rising wages across sectors whose demand for
appropriately skilled workers simply cannot be met without large numbers of recruits from overseas. Whilst
we will be told a “managed migration” policy will be employed, in reality the only certainty is UK employment
will be lower if it leaves the EU’s Single Labour Market (SLM).
For all the Alice in Wonderland absurdities of the EU, the SLM is its finest construction. In fact, just ask any
British construction boss or homeowner looking for a builder how they would have managed without it?
Moreover, those taking issue with mass-immigration to the UK are mostly drawn from the ranks of those who
object to any airport expansion plans and other transport initiatives. The same people would be against the
channel tunnel had it not been built, to proven benefit, close on twenty years ago. The same group who saw
CCTV as an infringement of their privacy, but now welcome it in policing. And it is largely the same group
which lobbied that Hong Kong’s citizens be denied the right to settle in the UK in the run up to its handover; in
the process denying the UK the windfalls which they would have delivered.
Some of those shouting loudest for immigrants to the UK to only be allowed in if they fulfil strict entry
conditions might like to reflect on how successfully their forefathers would have passed through such filters?
Then there is the confused assertion ‘immigrants take our jobs and claim our benefits’, one wonders which it
is, and if both then surely it is the benefit system that is at fault, something for which Westminster cannot
blame Brussels.
I am not being glib but trying to expose the absurdity of the Little Englander lobby. These are not postmodern-Thatcherites, but post-modern Luddites. If this group gets its way on immigration, I am convinced it
will cost the UK economy dear. Indeed, far from separating the UK from the ills besetting Continental Europe,
the UK departing the EU and exiting its Single Labour Market, would ensure it joins in its misfortunes.
I have cautioned that those promoting EU exit might use this as the launching pad towards somehow
hermetically sealing the UK. This said I would like to end by pointing somewhat reassuringly to the views
expressed by Boris Johnson. Like other luminaries in his party the Mayor of London has suggested he would
vote for the UK to leave the EU, were a referendum to be held today. As unsympathetic as he happens to be
towards the UK’s existing position within the EU, Boris Johnson has been unequivocal in promoting the
economic value provided by large-scale immigration. Fortunately the UK will not leave the EU. I say this not
simply because I believe that were a referendum to be held in 2017 it would result in a majority voting to
continue. I say this because if UKIP does indeed split the - small c – conservative vote it will ensure the Labour
Party returns to power, a Labour Party which has shown no interest thus far into committing to an EU
referendum.
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21. UKIPNOMICS (Issue 22 – TOSCANOMICS confronts... – November 2013)
I would like to spend a moment reflecting on those who genuinely believe a vote for UKIP is in the interests of
“their” economy and I will cut to the chase. The reality is that a vote for UKIP is a vote for increase. Not,
however, an increase in economic growth, but an increase in inflation, an increase in borrowing costs and an
increase in unemployment. Two things that will however decrease were UKIP to have their way are the value
of the pound and the price of property. In short, if you endorse UKIP ‘thinking’ you are wishing for UK
economic growth to weaken markedly. Indeed, far from separating the UK from the euro-zone, you are
ensuring it joins it in entering a long deep recession.
Let us be perfectly clear, were UKIP to have its way, we would literally become fortress Britain, raising the
drawbridges over which many millions of people and their capital travel – mostly – in, and out of our country.
The UKIP agenda, moreover, is to only raise the drawbridges once it has ejected those deemed unworthy of
being here. For a start, just imagine what this would do to average wages; I think few would predict they
would fall. Indeed, UKIP make much of the ‘unfavourable’ impact immigrants have had on ‘hard working
Britons’, precisely because they have competed for work by offering more affordable labour. Just to make
clear, those of us consuming the services which have been made more affordable by immigrant labour would
have to pay more for the benefit of those whose cosy little worlds of over-priced, and often poorly delivered,
services were over-turned by competition. I am thinking here, not only of builders and chefs, but of dentists
and vets and indeed the entire spectrum of work, aside sadly from a few protected professions.
Whatever else the seemingly ubiquitous Polish plumber happened to be, he was a force for good for the most
of us; of course, most but not all. Let me spend a moment on the traditional British plumber whose fortunes
seemingly turned so sour on the arrival of competition. As immigrant labour began to arrive into Britain in ever
larger numbers and wage demands came down, so too did general inflation – with one notable exception - and
in turn so did interest rates. The most notable exception to the near waterfront move lower in inflation was
the shift higher in home prices and residential rents; lifted as demand outstripped supply, even as the latter
moved upwards. Indeed, some of the immigrant labour which arrived and pulled average wages lower whilst
lifting residential prices and rents, was the very labour employed in constructing new homes.
Chart 1: Population, Britain

Chart 2: Number of households, Britain
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Of course, in all this frenetic building of homes and indeed commercial space, our British born chippies as
indeed our own grown sparks and brickies were under-bid. However, their fortunes were not entirely harmed.
A great many of those, who found themselves seemingly so poorly served by mass immigration, grasped the
opportunity, afforded by lower mortgage rates and rising rents, to join the ranks of Britain’s ever larger
landlord class. In short, artisans became rentiers, and if they were candid about it, all were grateful for the
change in their circumstances. Without the need to turn up each work day morning to ply their trade in Britain,
all too often in the cold and wet, many indigenous British craftsmen became migrants themselves, moving to
the Mediterranean to live comfortably off their rental incomes. And this made a mockery of the notion that
‘under-cut’ British-born workers suffered universally from immigration. Indeed, in relative low wage sectors
ranging from agriculture to food processing across to hotels and catering, immigrants took jobs which
employers had long sought staff, but had had woefully little interest in the vacancy even from those claiming
to be ‘job-seekers’. Let me return to the idea that Briton’s have been crowded-out of the construction jobs
market. We are increasingly hearing that demand for skilled building craftsmen is outstripping their supply.
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This tells me there is work enough to go around. Am I over-simplifying matters? No, the reality is that, whilst
those who want to create a Fortress Briton may wish to see the rate they earn on their savings move higher,
for the most of us markedly higher interest rates are most definitely unwelcome.
Let me make perfectly clear, I am not suggesting chaff did not arrive with the wheat - and still continues - or
Britons are not dislodged from work by new arrivals. My point is that in general terms Britain’s economy has
done very well out of mass immigration, enjoying lower inflation and lower interest rates because of it. As I
said, if you vote UKIP you are voting for the confluence of higher inflation, higher interest rates, and a weaker
currency; in short, a weaker economy. As they say, be very careful what you wish for. Let me shift my focus for
a moment to the United States.
You will no doubt think you’ve read everything you need to know about the shambles that is the US budget,
and you are familiar with all the analogies, Nero fiddling whilst Rome burns, the band playing as the Titanic
sinks, etc. etc. Well, when I think of what is going on in Washington, the image that comes to mind is one of
the Republicans and Democrats playing with their toys in an overflowing bath, with the one at the tap end
unwilling to turn it off as the other refuses to pull out the plug; you can guess who is who.
Anyway, as the bath water spills out and seeps into the flooring, the real damage is being done to the
neighbour in the flat below; and the unfortunate occupant is the euro-zone. Because, despite its ebbs and
flows, the dollar has been trending lower against the euro. That an ECB rate cut could only partially reverse the
euro’s recent appreciation against the dollar should tell us all we need to know about how this relative ugly
contest will end. Now, since the only hope of a sustainable recovery across the euro-zone is for it to trade its
way out of its travails, any further strengthening in the euro is hardly welcome. Indeed, those of you convinced
the euro-zone is through its worst might like to reflect on the parlous state of its labour market. The simple
truth is that talk of the euro-zone being through its troubles was at best premature and at worst dangerously
negligent.
Chart 3: Demographics, 2010: Germany vs. GB
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So then, as the boys in the bath upstairs continue to play around with their ducks and toy ships, the electrics in
the flat below are being fused, the ceiling is bulging and the furniture is being ruined. And, for the wiser
occupants of this flat, the best option is to move out. Where can they go to? Well, you think the influx of
Europeans and their money coming here has to stop; don’t you believe it. And you think British property prices
cannot possibly continue to rise on fundamentals? Just you watch.
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22. Britain’s economic birth-right (Issue 24 – Europe in crisis again, as Britain stands out –
March 2014)
I believe macro economics is woefully under taught to undergraduates and even more poorly understood
across commercial finance. Worst still, the economic impact of changing demographics is so understated, it is
all but denied.
True, demographics have tended to change at such glacial speed they may as well be assumed constant for
near, and even medium-term economic forecasting. I would argue that to imagine this remains the case is
anachronistic.
Just as Britain’s rivers have turned from sedate, almost unnoticeable flows, to rapids, so with its demographics.
In fact this is the case across large parts of the world. For emerging economies this is being seen in significant
rural to urban population shifts, most notably in China. Elsewhere, prime-age adults are not moving within
sovereign states, but migrating between them. And this exodus is being recorded in such large numbers there
is an immediate economic impact in the nation being evacuated and the one being targeted.
When prime-age adults migrate across borders they take both their consumption and expertise with them.
They are distressed sellers of assets where they are departing, whilst striving to acquire them at their
destination. This is being seen across Greece and Ireland, France and Spain. Over in Lisbon we are told there
are queues daily to enter the Embassy’s of Angola and Mozambique. Most waiting in these long queues are
Portuguese nationals patiently waiting for the documentation necessary to resettle in the flourishing cities of
Luanda and Maputo, and more widely across these economically strengthening former Portuguese colonies.
Let me repeat a mantra of mine. The euro-zone is de-populating, making its deflation worse. And those
departing it are invariably in their prime and, in leaving for economic reasons, are making already alarming
economic matters all the worse. Let me also repeat that for Britain the economic impact of demographic
change is proving nationally positive.
Arrivals are not simply targeting London, but Britain widely. Arrivals are moreover not liabilities but economic
assets, certainly when measured in aggregate. And alongside those entering from overseas, Britain is seeing
population shifts from within. Not only is London drawing people in, it is defusing those already within it
outwards to “the regions”. Crucially many of those departing it are not doing so because they are economically
distressed but rather because they are being financially opportunistic.
Many of those departing London see an opportunity to lock-into ‘heady’ house prices. To such vendors I say
good bye, and to those purchasing from them I say, good buy, because this is no bubble. Indeed, whilst
residential prices will increase far and wide across Britain, and even with growth in more than a few places
outpacing London, the sheer differential in prices will mean returning to ‘The Capital’ will become almost
impossible, certainly not on a like-for-like basis, or without some windfall (chart 7 and 8).
Chart 7: UK home prices, past and future

Chart 8: UK home prices, more compared
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Alongside those arriving to work in Britain, there is an increasing number of those entering to take up full-time
study; spreading extensively and boosting the regional economies far and wide (and lifting commercial and
residential property values). Britain is also enjoying an increase in the numbers of those wishing to settle in it
for part of the year; wealthy enough to seek out and acquire trophy homes for the purpose. Let me assure
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those unwelcoming of arrivals because of their unwelcome side-effects that I am perfectly aware of the social
costs and burden on infrastructure. The practical point is that this is the very thinking that has consigned Japan
to decades of economic decline. And Britain’s under-invested infrastructure is being upgraded, and as it is, the
building work being performed on it is creating widespread and welcome economic multipliers.
As for the idea that Australia’s approach to immigration is ideal, I warn it is stoking its own socio-economic
problems. And as for recent developments in Switzerland, and the precedent this might provide for Britain, I
say this. Net migration is the difference between numbers entering and those leaving. These have averaged
570,000 and 360,000 each year since 2005 (chart 9). And if somehow Britain’s ‘drawbridge is raised’ to those
looking to enter, there is every chance the number leaving Britain will decline. Moreover, many Britons who
have settled across Europe’s warmest parts will return, adding more colour to Britain’s demographic
appearance.
Chart 9: UK, annual international migration flows

Chart 10: UK, annual population change, by nature
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The point which I must stress is that Britain’s economic momentum is being powered by people (chart 10). Our
economy is being driven forward by those entering from overseas; bringing with them human and financial
capital. It is also being moved ahead by those moving within it.
In short, Britain’s changing demographic landscape is favouring it macro-economically. This cannot be said
widely across Europe, where the demographic cycle is vicious rather than virtuous; birth rates falling not
rising, populations contracting, ageing and more impoverished, rather than expanding, becoming more
youthful and wealthier. I complained at the outset over the economic impact of changing demographics being
woefully taught and all but denied in financial markets. I will end with this warning. It has been hijacked by an
equally uninformed political class, some of whom would deny Britain its economic Birth Right.
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23. Drilling, noun (Issue 26 – Just lots of boring words – May 2014)
It has been a long standing complaint within Britain that there are not enough dentists to go around, certainly
nowhere near enough to serve the needs of NHS patients. And when it comes to private dental work, it is no
exaggeration to claim most Britons have become more nervous of the dentists bill than his drill.
Bills for dental work reached such painful levels through the 2000’s that Briton’s became part of the same
health tourism many object to when Britain is the destination and not the origin of the journey for treatment.
In 2008 alone the dental travel operator Dentist Abroad estimated 70,000 Britons travelled for dental
treatment. This figure is so staggering that it might not seem credible. It is, however, corroborated by the
British Dental Association (BDA) who revealed that half of dentists in the UK had patients who had been
treated abroad. Anecdotally Poland and Hungary were two of the most popular dental destinations. This was
no surprise when according to a 2010 survey by Which? a single crown in the UK cost up to £518 compared to
£160 in Krakow. When Which? considered a dental implant, the saving reached well over one thousand
pounds. What is my point?
Labour markets across Continental Europe are worsening. No surprise then that 125,000 Europeans arrived in
Britain last year in search of work, and to earn in a resurgent pound. And far from these being unskilled a great
many are extremely well trained.
As more workers continue to be laid off than hired across most of Europe so discretionary spending will be cut,
including the painful choice of not visiting a dentist. The reality is that having had to visit the Continent for
more affordable dental work, Briton’s will increasingly find Europe’s dentists flocking to them. In fact the influx
has already begun. Consider these statistics from the General Dental Council register. Between 2007 and 2012
the number of “foreign” dentists practicing in Britain rose by one-third to almost 7,000, accounting for almost
one-in-five of the total. However this is not the full extent of foreign dentists filling a gap (sic) in Britain. If we
include dentists in Britain who have taken the ORE (Overseas Registration Examination, a sort of conversion
course) or whose overseas qualification is recognised by the GDC, then the share reaches almost 30%, all the
more remarkable since efforts have been made to reverse the third of these groups.
Whilst the latest official figures do not extend beyond 2012, I am convinced that last year saw a further
increase in dentists arriving from the European Economic Area (whose nations can work in the UK without
restriction). I expect there was an increase in 2013 of those who passed their ORE so as to practice in Britain.
This year too I expect numbers to rise, and rise again in the next. In fact, as long as Britain remains part of the
Single Labour Market the number of “foreign” dentists practicing in Britain will rise with each leg down in the
economic fortunes of Continental Europe and each leg up in Britain’s. Dentists will not be alone. Evacuating
Europe will be academics, vets, accountants, surveyors, architects and many, many other professionals, adding
economic value to Britain as they make matters worse where they are departing, albeit helping out by
remitting part of what they earn in Britain to those in their family who remain behind; remittances improving
as the pound gains ever more ground against the euro.
Make no mistake, those dentists and other professionals escaping into Britain from across Europe will not all
head for London but disperse widely, settling where their personal fortunes are best served. And this will
reflect the affordability of housing, the competition for work, and the general quality of family life. Dentists,
doctors, accountants, lawyers, surveyors etc. will join existing practices or open entirely new ones. And where
these trained and skilled professionals do settle they cannot fail to raise average incomes, precisely because
their incomes will be above the average of the community in which they settle.
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24. A land of bread and honey (Issue 29 – My grateful nation – October 2014)
What follows is a purely economic assessment of the effect immigration has, and is continuing to have, on
Great Britain. The focus is what effect new arrivals are having on the balance of demand and supply across a
range of public and private sector services, professions and crafts.
I aim to challenge the perception that somehow we would be better off had the waves of immigrants of the
last decade not hit our shores. To challenge, moreover, what in some quarters has become a stubborn
received wisdom that net immigration is tightening markets to uncomfortable degrees, in particular those
related to heath, education and housing.
I begin with the demands made by those entering Britain for full-time study (see chart 1). This is a group which
in my view is wrongly classified as migrants. Indeed, the exclusion of students from official migration data
brings the figure for net inflows below the 100,000 target set by the Conservatives. Now regardless of them
being classified as migrants, students from abroad in full-time education have very specific requirements.
These are for the most part late teenagers and young adults whose appetite for learning is complemented by
their need for accommodation and all other essentials associated with living away from their families for three
or so years. And far from congregating in London foreign students are arriving far and wide across Britain. And
yes, they do think, behave and speak differently from us; in each instance they are on average better than us.
The reality is that by their very nature those from abroad pursuing full-time study in Britain have backgrounds
superior to the comparable age-cohort of the indigenous population. They are quite frankly not some random
sample of the world’s young men and women. And those who demand we have a points system for those
entering Britain should realise that for student “migrants” this already exists. This is an unavoidable truth
because those ‘migrants’ who enter Britain to begin a full-time course at one of our HEI’s have already been
screened by our Universities and vetted by our civil service. What then of how Britain is meeting the demands
placed on it by students from overseas?
Few can deny that the supply of what is demanded by students entering Britain is being expanded. A great
many of our universities continue to keenly build out their campuses and in tandem recruit academic talent,
hiring from within Britain and far beyond. And those lecturers and technicians attracted to Britain by the
prospect of working in its flourishing HEI’s are not only educating students from overseas but for the most part
our own nationals, improving Britain’s pool of indigenous human capital. They are also of a calibre higher than
the average Briton.
Chart 1: Net-migration to Britain, inc. & excl students
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Property Investors have been equally keen to commit capital in expanding student dormitory capacity. And all
this keen investment is creating welcome work and contributing in no small way to the robustness of Britain’s
labour market and welcome rental income to the growing number of Briton’s who have become landlords.
The reality then is that for the most part the sizeable share of immigration made up of full-time students is not
crowding out Britons from work, but creating welcome work in Britain. True, foreign students will on occasion
visit an A&E department, GP or dentist. When they do there is the chance they are attended to by a doctor or
dentist who only a year or two or so before was a foreign student in Britain just like them. So much then for
student migrants, let me turn now to demands on Britain’s “institutions” and services made by “the others”
migrating to it.
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I make no apologies for discussing matters in such a broad sweep, of ALL those entering Britain there can be
no denying that the clear objective is personal advancement. Where migrants can be distinguished is how
efforts to improve their own lot nets out to Britain’s economy as a whole, the balance at it were of an exercise
in felicitous calculus.
From a craftsman or labourer across to a dentist, hospital registrar or factory hand those applying themselves
to work are serving Britain’s economic interests in tandem with pursuing their own. True the seemingly
ubiquitous Polish plumbers and Lithuanian labourers are consuming services. Just as true however, they are
helping to build much needed homes, roads, rail lines and a host of much needed infrastructure. It is true that
some migrants are given tenancies to public sector property. Many others however pay rent to private
landlords, most of whom are Britons.
When migrants attend dentists and GP surgeries - not visits they choose to do if they can avoid them - many
find themselves treated by other migrants.
In all likelihood migrants will use public transport. Quite likely some of the bus or train staff serving their needs
will be fellow nationals.
True, many will drive on “our” roads, roads which however some of their fellow nationals will be labouring to
repair and improve.
Whilst most likely arriving in Britain in their prime, migrants will of course not be proof against ageing. And
with time they will place demands on those public services provided for the elderly and infirm. In the
meantime however there is every chance they will be on the supply-side of these services; relatively poorly
paid and arduous. There is also the prospect those coming to retirement choose to return home. And if they
do draw a state pension from whence they settle, they will most likely have earned the right to it.
Consider next the demands on Britain of someone entering Britain to take up a teaching position with young
children in tow. True, these children will need schooling. No less true however is that in net terms the
immigrants teaching will do so to a class larger in number than their own brood. The same reasoning applies to
a great many other immigrants; the burden they place on Britain is less than the lift they give its economy.
Of those gainfully employed in Britain, but born overseas, many will be remitting part of their income back
home. Some Briton’s will see this as a net loss to our nation. It is not. Indeed, whenever the pound strengthens
against remitting currencies, as it has against the Polish zloty (chart 3) and Lithuanian lit - by 8.5% and 9% over
the last twelve months - it has allowed remittances to be lowered by these respective amounts whilst leaving
the actual sums received unchanged. Remittances can also be viewed as a sign that migrants are sending
capital “home” in preparation for when they return.
Chart 3: Polish zloty per pound
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In my view there is no coincidence that Britain’s economy has surprised on the upside as immigration figures
have themselves remained “stubbornly” high. Indeed, I am convinced the latter has contributed to the former.
I find few assertions more laughable than the idea that high levels of immigration have somehow held back
Britain’s economy.
What then of those arrivals to Britain for whom the overall felicitous calculation comes out in a negative, those
that add less than they bring, if bring anything at all?
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Quite frankly I have no other answer to how to deal with those whose only aim in coming to Britain is our
exploitation, other than to far more carefully define who should qualify as an asylum seeker, although I fear
we cannot undo the errors of the past. I also share the frustration of many that ‘undesirables’ cannot be
removed because returning them to their native country would somehow violate “their human rights”. Yes,
migrants tend to behave, look and speak “oddly’. Only where ‘odd’ is clearly ‘wrong’, should we however take
action. These issues notwithstanding, I will say that nothing, absolutely nothing, presented by UKIP tells me
they will avoid the felicitous calculus outcome of their blunt “policy” for migration being anything other than a
considerable negative number for Britain.
Chart 5: UK workforce

Chart 6: UK vacancies
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There will of course be the claim there must be a strategy of halting “chaff” and so only allowing in “wheat”.
First, the Australian model is to my mind incubating its very own social problems. Second, how can I believe
UKIP and its fellow travellers will be capable of separating chaff from wheat when many are not even
conscious that in any objective felicitous calculus assessment of their net economic value to Britain, they
themselves compute as “chaff”, indeed chavs.
Let me return to those calling for us to follow the “Australian model” of points-based immigration; crediting
points based on bringing to Britain human and/or financial capital. Indeed, to many this seems like an
eminently sensible approach. As sensible as it may appear this “migration policing” policy simply replaces one
set of challenges with another. Let me quote if I may from what I wrote back in 2010 in an assessment of what
I saw then and very much still see now as Australia’s impressive economic outlook. This is the warning I made
in the Discussion Paper “Australia & Japan: The best and worst of the G20”, March 2010.
“I recognise that economic scale creates social tensions, but have avoided getting
involved in such issues in the body of my work. Let me touch on them here. Even as
according to conventional wealth dispersion measures relative inequalities are
narrowed, increasing affluence tends to widen the absolute gap between the top and
bottom of society. Seldom does this fail to breed resentment, and socio-economic
polarisation. Such social tensions are sure to be exaggerated by the sizable but selective
inward migration we anticipate. Because of vetting those arriving will quite literally
start some way up Australia’s socio-economic order. Although their arrival will provide
considerable positives for the wider economy there could be resentment across the
indigenous under-class if they identify immigrants as the cause for their slide down the
relative social-economic order. The irony, if irony it is, of Australia’s selective
immigration policy is that in trying to avoid one set of socio-economic problems it
creates others.”
Those who support an immigration policy similar, or indeed even more restrictive than Australia’s, need then
to accept that by the very nature of this “policy” an average migrant to Britain would be “superior” to an
average Briton. Put differently, rather than an average Briton employing an average migrant, the roles would
for the most part be reversed. Indeed, when I reflected on the wave of students from overseas studying at
Britain’s universities I argued these were by their very nature a rarefied group; from wealthier families and
better educated than an average cohort of young Britons. That we are seeing resentment that these otherwise
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“welcome migrants” are inflating property prices and rents in desirable areas is an early warning of what
awaits if we insist only “superior” migrants need apply.
Let me close by arguing that to have a land of ever more bread and honey you have to accept a growing
number of bees, and increasing need for grain. And with bees you have to accept on occasion getting stung,
whilst wheat inevitably comes with chaff. This brings me to my final point. Anyone who seriously thinks Great
Britain produces indigenous chaff at a rate lower than that coming in happens to be deluded.
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25. That sinking feeling: UKIP on the rise (Issue 29 – My grateful nation – October 2014)
So UKIP have their first MP, with, it seems, more constituencies set to fall in the face of their escalating
insurgency. Indeed, there seems a chance UKIP’s Parliamentary seats become part of the most unlikely of
Westminster coalitions; UKIP’s collection of erstwhile Tories siding with their old party and alongside Scottish
and Welsh nationalists and Ulster unionists to keep the Labour Party on the opposition benches. Crucially a
Conservative led Government, outright or in coalition, would ensure a referendum is held in 2017 on Britain’s
continued membership of the EU.
In the event UKIP were to be part of a coalition in the wake of the next General Election, we should marvel less
at an “insurgent party” encroaching onto the British political ‘mainland’, as how peripheral this ‘invasion’
proves. For it is certainly peripheral when compared to the more considerable political gains being made by
extremist parties across mainland Europe, from Finland to Greece, in France and most recently in Germany.
And each economic leg downwards across mainland Europe is encouraging the extremists, at both ends of the
political spectrum but most ominously the right.
I would go on to argue that events in Ukraine have been politics being led by economics.
When the EU was flourishing economically it proved a magnet towards which Ukraine swung politically. Then
as the EU’s finances faltered, Ukraine’s political pendulum swung towards Russia, which having been
practically insolvent in 1998 had by 2013 strengthened significantly. The political pendulum in Kiev has not so
much swung back towards the EU but rather forcefully wrenched in that direction.
The reality is that Ukraine is now a pseudo EU state, and as such posses considerable threats. After all, its
sharply weaker currency has made its farms and factories a great deal more competitive. Crucially, what has
and is unfolding across Ukraine is undermining the economy of Poland, a country which on falling into
recession would strike a huge blow to the EU’s “singular economic model’, and threaten its very existence,
unless it is comprehensively revised.
To repeat, already troubling economic matters across the Continent will worsen, and Germany will not be
immune. Rising unemployment will spur on ever more extreme political groups, whose animosity towards
‘outsiders’ makes UKIP’s unfavourable views look tame by comparison. Worsening economics and
unwelcoming political attitudes will quite simply spur on those who are mobile enough to escape Continental
Europe, to do just that.
For fleeing Europeans keen to find somewhere to settle, Great Britain’s ever expanding economy will seem a
tantalising destination. And to turn away these - for the most part - human and financial capital rich evacuees
as the Manicheans in UKIP insist, could only serve to send Britain down the same economic hole mainland
Europe is sinking into.
The reality is that Europeans have evacuated en masse in the past, including from across the British Isles. And
where they have arrived has gone on to economically thrive.
For all Argentina’s recent economic travails it was a century ago one of the world’s elite. It was in fact the 10th
wealthiest nation per capita making European émigrés to Argentina more prosperous on average than those
they had left behind in what was to become a terribly war torn continent.
Chart 8: Emigration from Europe to USA
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The best example of what immigration can quickly do is the United States. In 1830 it boasted a population of
12 million. By 1850 it was home to 23 million, and in 1880 50 million. The population of the United States
would exceed 75 million at the beginning of the 20th century (chart 7). This three-fold increase in population –
up 50 million in as many years - was not explained by rapid progenation of Native Americans. It was almost
entirely due to mass immigration from across the Atlantic (chart 8). European migrants increased the
population of the US by a staggering 12% each year between 1860 and 1910 (chart 8, right axis). Those
entering the US came from all corners of Europe, and were drawn across all its religions. Its steep rise in
population was all the more amazing because the American civil war raged between 1861 and 1865.
True, the United States is an expansive land mass. No less true however, most of the settlement to the Unites
States through the second half the 19th century was along its east coast and mid west, population growth
centred in a few rapidly expanding and ever more densely packed but economically growing cities.
Since welcoming Europeans the United States has seen migrants settle there from all over the world and is
now home to a population of 320 million. The US boasts the world’s largest sovereign GDP and a currency
which is the numeraire of most resources and the prominent store of global wealth. None of this economic
success could have been possible but for immigration, each new wave of arrivals acting to generally enrich the
last. Indeed, a casual inspection of the constituents of the current S&P100 or roll-call of stocks in the Dow
Jones Industrial Average reveals a raft of corporate giants with leading global brands whose founders were in
most cases reluctant migrants from Europe.
And as it struggles to find markets to sell its goods and services Europe is once again reverting to exporting in
ever growing numbers its prime-age labour. Be in no doubt, wherever these peripatetic Europeans settle
economic activity and entrepreneurial endeavour will be lifted. They are off to Africa and they are off to South
America. They are migrating to Asia. Closer to home as long as Great Britain operates within the EU’s Single
Labour Market, many are certain to use its freedom of movement to settle here.
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26. Referendumb thoughts (Issue 31 – EXITSTENTIAL thinking – March 2014)
Remember the frenetic discussion ahead of the far exaggerated threat which was ‘Y2K’, or the excited
forecasting when we first became aware of the epizootics’ of swine and bird flu, and earlier still BSE? I could go
on and on. Such ‘experiences’ should have taught us a number of things or rather warned us of a series of
biases. One of these is that we exaggerate uncertainty, since we are for the most part risk-averse, behaviour as
ingrained in us as the primal sense of smell. Another lesson we should have learnt is that ‘experts’ will for the
most part compound rather than ease our uncertainty, because ‘experts’ are not only naturally exposed to
risk-aversion but have self-interest in knowing their importance is proportionate to the extremity of their
forecasts. A third piece of heuristic wisdom is that once a looming problem is anticipated, its ‘fully unforeseen
effect’ is mitigated by our – sometimes over - preparedness for it, and the sooner it is anticipated the more the
mitigation. Let me make perfectly clear that I am in no way denying the ex ante seriousness of all the events
mentioned earlier. Rather I am cautioning how early forecasts of their ‘costs and consequences’ were
significantly higher than their outturns proved to be. Indeed, such exaggerated forecasting produces its own
costs is an overshooting in behaviour. Of course it could be argued that unprecedented risk is a catalyst for
ultimate good as with the recent outbreak of Ebola accelerating efforts to develop retroviral drugs.
Whilst what awaits Britain and its ‘current’ constituents is open to considerable uncertainty, it and they have
each shown over time they can successfully adapt to almost anything. With this in mind let me lay out my
particular forecasting stall. It is one where I caution against being over-cautious towards the possibility of
change within Britain, and the position of its constituents within Europe. I stress in particular not to understate
the power of an England, not so much cut adrift from Europe and indeed other parts of Britain, but unshackled
from them and actually empowered as a result.
Based on the work of Professor Richard Rose – and contained in our recent Discussion Paper, “The 2015 UK
General Election Outcome” – my expectation is that though leading a minority Government David Cameron
remains Prime Minister, and in that capacity pushes through with legislation for Briton’s to vote on the
nation’s continuation within the EU. Again keeping with the thinking of Professor Rose, any parliamentary bill
will have to meet with the approval of the SNP whose representation within Westminster – c45 seats – will
provide it with enough leverage to demand and get whatever concessions it demands. And what the SNP will
demand is that ONLY if ALL FOUR nations of the UK vote in a majority to depart the EU can such a move
happen. Now, there is little likelihood that a majority of Scot’s would vote to leave the EU but a real possibility
a – slim - majority of English voters express a desire to do so. Were such a national division to occur, one
would need to give credence to the idea of a second Scottish Independence Referendum, even though the
2014 plebiscite was supposed to be a ‘once in a lifetime’ event.
Of course it is possible that even the Scots elect to depart what by 2017 will be a very troubled EU. What
would Britain’s departure mean for its economy? Well, whilst I cannot say with certainty I will say with
confidence that I am not terribly distressed by the prospect. There is of course a form of taxonomy for Britain’s
EU departure; leaving with good-will as distinct from departing with ill-will, as well as leaving with an
isolationist agenda against a continuation of its openness. And it is the possibility that the UK on leaving the EU
is sanctioned by those who remain, or chooses unilaterally to isolate itself, which raises the greatest concerns.
Let me consider what might unfold in the event the UK was either rusticated or isolated by the EU, or even by
its own volition. In this event one wonders what happens to Ireland? After all Ireland’s better than anticipated
economic rebound has I would argue everything to do with the UK’s better than anticipated economic
recovery. For whilst charts 5 and 6 suggest that Ireland’s economy engages closely with the US, Belgium and
the Netherlands, much of this is the optical effect of tax inversion, whereas Britain’s engagement with Ireland
is very much real. The simple truth is that the economy of the Republic of Ireland has surprised positively
because of its Anglicisation and not because of its Euro-isation but despite it.
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Chart 5: Top four Irish export partners, %

Chart 6: Top four Irish import partners, %
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Ireland quite frankly has a connection with the UK like no other euro-zone nation indeed none other across the
EU. And it is this connection which would be broken, were the UK to be isolated. More broadly the UK runs a
consistent deficit in goods traded with the EU - in 2014 of £80bn – making it a valuable enough customer; one
which simply cannot be banned, certainly not without negative economic consequences across the EU.
Consider also any piqued reaction from Brussels involving restricting exports from Britain into the EU. Are we
really to believe that the management boards of BMW and VW will allow their extremely successful UK-based
operations to be sanctioned? As for any suggestion Mini, Rolls Royce and Bentley production could be
relocated to mainland Europe, this would be utterly absurd and can be dismissed entirely out of hand. Indeed,
talk of Britain being hollowed out by an exodus of businesses were it to EXIT the EU, is just hollow talk. After all
exit to where? A Continental Europe in the throes of economic, social and political challenges.
There is every chance too that by 2017 dissatisfaction with the EU would have spread widely across it. Indeed
we are already witnessing a growth in the number of those disaffected and disillusioned by the loss of national
power to those seen as geographically and emotionally distant.
I close then by cautioning against being over-cautious towards the possibility of change in Britain’s position
within Europe. For when I look at the world I do not see it as it appears topographically but how it is
economically, and map 1 is how I see Britain in a global economic and financial context.
Map 1: A UNITED Kingdom’s economic topography

Map 2: England’s economic topography were it to EXIT

Source: Toscafund

As I have long argued we must not confuse geographic proximity with economic propinquity. And whilst
Britain may nestle alongside Europe in terms of its physical proximity, it might as well be over in Asia given its
economic propinquity with the likes of China et al. Just reflect on Britain seeking to become a founding
member of the Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB), a move which no other “western nation” had the
foresight to do until Britain had done so. Indeed the United States has expressed objections to Britain’s
inaugural keenness towards the AIIB, no doubt because it sees it as a threat to the hegemony of the
Washington-based World Bank. Bear in mind too that China is now the largest single market for British-built
cars after the UK, with almost 140,000 UK-made cars exported to China in 2014, a seven-fold increase in five
years. Consider too the surge in Chinese students attending British, in particular English Universities and
paying very generously for the privilege. This alongside London being by far the preferred Western hub for
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Chinese – indeed Asian wide – financial and business service companies confirms how Britain is very much a
flourishing economy as much of Europe flounders. And whatever their ultimate ambitions happen to be,
Scotland and the Republic of Ireland need to realise that economically their interests are best served joining
England in engaging with a flourishing Asia (map 1). Their alternative is floundering with the rest of Europe
(map 2).
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27. Conclusion – drawn from Issue 36 – For FX’s sake be prepared for wider currency
turbulence in 2016 – December 2015
Whilst the UK is placed alongside a Continent whose future I fear for, this should not be interpreted as a fear
for the UK. True, we cannot escape all that is unfolding across mainland Europe. However, much of what will
occur promises to ‘work’ in our favour if we are welcoming to it. We must welcome the ever cheaper imports
coming from mainland Europe, and we should welcome those who wish to escape to our shores bringing with
them a desire to work and bringing practical skills. For along with this human capital will come their financial
capital, and it will not confine itself to London. I have said as much many times before and far from my tune
changing I believe it all the more.
What then of Brexit? Well, if the EU doesn’t want to reform we should leave it. This said we must not abandon
it without at least leading from the front in demanding an overhaul. What of German obstinacy? Having let
Europe down before, Germany’s leaders are doing so again. This poor leadership has been seen from Germany
dictating poor economic strategy to a no less poor approach in other matters, for instance the “migrant crisis”.
Against this backdrop, an increasing number of those across the EU have awakened from the German spell.
Whilst some will turn inward, a great many will see the UK as providing a credible plan for their own recovery.
We owe it to ourselves to capitalise on this so that within a few decades we are Europe’s unrivalled economic
Powerhouse.
On the issue of “Powerhouses” if devolution within our own borders sends us travelling along contrasting
regional policy paths we should recognise that this is the very independence needed for a dynamic competitive
economy. We should welcome rival policies emerging in Scotland, Wales and within England. And this will be
the theme of a Discussion Paper which we have been working on for much of the time since May 8th, when the
UK awoke to a new and unexpected political reality
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